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Abstract. We advance the achievements of Interball-1
and other contemporary missions in exploration of the
magnetosheath-cusp interface. Extensive discussion of pub-
lished results is accompanied by presentation of new data
from a case study and a comparison of those data within
the broader context of three-year magnetopause (MP) cross-
ings by Interball-1. Multi-spacecraft boundary layer stud-
ies reveal that in ∼80% of the cases the interaction of the
magnetosheath (MSH) flow with the high latitude MP pro-
duces a layer containing strong nonlinear turbulence, called
the turbulent boundary layer (TBL). The TBL contains wave
trains with flows at approximately the Alfve´n speed along
field lines and “diamagnetic bubbles” with small magnetic
fields inside. A comparison of the multi-point measurements
obtained on 29 May 1996 with a global MHD model indi-
cates that three types of populating processes should be op-
erative:
– large-scale (∼few RE) anti-parallel merging at sites re-
mote from the cusp;
– medium-scale (few thousand km) local TBL-merging of
fields that are anti-parallel on average;
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– small-scale (few hundred km) bursty reconnection of
fluctuating magnetic fields, representing a continuous
mechanism for MSH plasma inflow into the magneto-
sphere, which could dominate in quasi-steady cases.
The lowest frequency (∼1–2 mHz) TBL fluctuations are
traced throughout the magnetosheath from the post-bow
shock region up to the inner magnetopause border. The res-
onance of these fluctuations with dayside flux tubes might
provide an effective correlative link for the entire dayside re-
gion of the solar wind interaction with the magnetopause and
cusp ionosphere. The TBL disturbances are characterized by
kinked, double-sloped wave power spectra and, most prob-
ably, three-wave cascading. Both elliptical polarization and
nearly Alfve´nic phase velocities with characteristic disper-
sion indicate the kinetic Alfve´nic nature of the TBL waves.
The three-wave phase coupling could effectively support the
self-organization of the TBL plasma by means of coherent
resonant-like structures. The estimated characteristic scale of
the “resonator” is of the order of the TBL dimension over the
cusps. Inverse cascades of kinetic Alfve´n waves are proposed
for forming the larger scale “organizing” structures, which
in turn synchronize all nonlinear cascades within the TBL
in a self-consistent manner. This infers a qualitative differ-
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ence from the traditional approach, wherein the MSH/cusp
interaction is regarded as a linear superposition of magne-
tospheric responses on the solar wind or MSH disturbances.
Key words. Magnetospheric physics (magnetopause, cusp,
and boundary layers) – Space plasma physics (turbulence;
nonlinear phenomena)
1 Introduction and definitions
The International Solar-Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) program
provides wide opportunities for study of the penetration of
magnetosheath (MSH) plasma into the magnetosphere by
means of multi-point observations. In this paper we present
a case study, using data from several ISTP satellites, and
briefly compare them with three-year Interball-1 maps of
high-amplitude magnetic fluctuations in the magnetopause
(MP) vicinity. Then both the presented and the published
results of exploration of the MSH-cusp interface are widely
discussed.
Early single spacecraft observations with Heos-2 and later
Prognoz-7, 8, 10 have shown that the MP position and mag-
netosheath plasma flow structures are quite variable near the
cusp, a magnetospheric region that is crucial for magne-
tosheath plasma entry (Paschmann et al., 1976; Haerendel
and Paschmann, 1975; Klimov et al., 1986; Lundin et al.,
1991; Savin, 1994). Because of differences in the data, re-
searchers have divided the high altitude cusp into a number of
layers and regions. Since full agreement on how this should
be done is not yet achieved, we will give the definitions and
descriptions of the regions discussed in this paper. These
regions, shown in Plate A1, are: the outer and inner cusps,
the outer cusp throat (OT) and the turbulent boundary layer
(TBL). The reader is referred to the papers by Smith and
Lockwood (1996) and Angelopoulos et al. (2001) for a syn-
opsis of measurements and models of the low altitude cusp.
Referring to Plate A1, the outer cusp throat (pink slant-
line shaded region) is outside the MP, the outer cusp (light
blue) is just inside the MP, and the inner cusp is deeper in the
magnetosphere. We identify here the MP (inner red line) as
the innermost current sheet, where the magnetic field turns
from Earth-controlled to magnetosheath-controlled (Haeren-
del and Paschmann, 1975). The outer cusp is a region with
three different particle populations: newly-injected MSH
ions, MSH ions reflected from the ionosphere, and quasi-
perpendicular ions trapped in the local magnetic field mini-
mum near the cusp (Savin et al., 1998b; Sandahl et al., 2000).
There are also electrons accelerated along the field lines. The
newly-injected and quasi-perpendicular ions dominate over
those that are reflected. This is one of the characteristics dis-
tinguishing the outer cusp from the inner cusp and from the
distant mantle. The outer cusp is also characterized by mod-
erate magnetic noise, while in the inner cusp there is a sim-
ilar type of noise observed primarily only at the boundaries
(Pottelette at al., 1990). The outer cusp consists of the entry
Plate A1. Characteristic regions at the magnetosheath-cusp inter-
face for the noon meridian plane in the summer period (i.e. for the
positive dipole tilt): the inner and outer (OC) cusps, the outer cusp
throat (OT), stagnation region, magnetopause (MP) and the turbu-
lent boundary layer (TBL). See also the text for more details.
layer and the portion of the plasma mantle adjoining the en-
try layer (Paschmann et al., 1976). According to the work of
Yamauchi and Lundin (1997) the entry layer and mantle that
are parts of the outer cusp form one continuous region.
At the cusp the magnetopause can be indented. This inden-
tation was first predicted by Spreiter and Briggs (1962) and
then detected by HEOS-2 (Paschmann et al., 1976), ISEE
(Petrinec and Russell, 1995), and Hawkeye-1 (Chen et al.,
1997). Zhou and Russell (1997) found that the MP is closer
to the Earth at high latitudes than at low latitudes. Interball-1
statistics show that the indentation is on the average about
2RE deep (Savin et al., 1998b). We call this part of the
exterior cusp the outer cusp throat (OT). The plasma in the
outer cusp throat is highly disturbed and/or stagnant MSH
plasma. The difference between our outer cusp throat and
the “stagnation region” defined by Haerendel et al. (1978)
is that the stagnation region has no specific relation to the
magnetopause, as noted by the multiple arrows in Plate A1.
Usually, the magnetopause can be recognized in both Polar
and Interball-1 data, but when this is not the case, it is better
to use the term “stagnation region”, rather than “outer cusp
throat”.
The turbulent boundary layer (TBL) is a region dominated
by irregular magnetic fields and plasma flows. It is located
just outside and/or at the near cusp magnetopause, and has
recently been found to be a permanent feature (Savin et al.,
1997, 1998b, 2002a; Klimov et al., 1997; Sandahl et al.,
2000). Here the energy density of the ultra low frequency
(ULF) magnetic fluctuations is comparable to the ion kinetic,
thermal, and DC magnetic field densities. The ULF power is
usually several times larger than that in the MSH, and one or
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Plate A2. Outbound MSH/cusp interface crossing by Interball-1 and Magion-4 on 29 May 1996. The regions depicted in Plate A1 are
marked at the top of panels (a), (b). Panel (a): energy distribution of the protons perpendicular to the Sun-Earth line (PROMICS-3); the ion
temperature Ti is depicted by a black line. Panels (b) and (c): magnetic field in the GSM coordinates. Panel (d): the total energy density,
Es (red), the thermal energy density, Ethermal (brown), the kinetic energy density, Ekinetic and the magnetic energy density, Em = B2/8pi
(black). Panel (e): GSE Vx and Vz components of ion velocity from the MHD model of Fedder et al. (1995) (black trace) and measurements
by SKA-1 ion spectrometer (red colored). Panel (f): the power in the magnetic field variations, Df , and the standard deviation of the
magnetic field magnitude, Dm (blue). Panel (g): Fourier spectrogram of the magnetic field power with sampling rate 4 Hz; the proton
cyclotron frequency labeled “Fcp+” is over-plotted by a white line. Panel (h): magnetic spectra from Magion-4 in the range 20–2000 Hz
during a period when Interball-1 observed the upstream turbulence.
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Plate A3. Sketch for reconnection at the indented magnetopause
during northward IMF conditions on 29 May 1996. The black mag-
netopause (MP) grid is described in Sect. 6.2. Polar and Interball-1
orbits are shown by the dashed brown and violet lines, respectively.
The TBL from Fig. 8 is depicted by green dots. The measured
MP normals are marked by blue arrows (the total normal length is
shown at the bottom of the figure by a blue arrow marked by “N”).
The draped IMF magnetic field lines are marked by a red color, the
magnetospheric/ mantle lines – by a green color.
two orders of magnitude larger than that inside the magne-
topause. As recent studies conclude (see, e.g. Belmont and
Rezeau, 2001 and references therein) the strong ULF fluctu-
ations that occur just outside of or at the magnetopause can
independently result in micro-reconnection and local plasma
penetration all along the magnetopause surface even without
the presence of quasi-stationary global reconnection. In two
case studies Savin et al. (1998b) have shown that large-scale
structures (>30 s) tend to be spatial, while for shorter time
scales the temporal changes are significant. In this paper we
do not separate the spatial changes from the temporal varia-
tions. We utilize the magnetic AC power related to the av-
erage plasma and field energy density in the magnetosheath
as a rough measure of the strong turbulence regime. This
ratio being >0.1 corresponds to strong diffusion discussed
in the percolation theory of Kuznetsova and Zelenyi (1990).
Haerendel (1978) was the first to introduce the turbulent
boundary layer in cusp physics in a discussion on the interac-
tion of the magnetosheath flow with the magnetopause at the
flank of the tail lobe. Examples of highly turbulent magnetic
and electric fields in the exterior cusp have been reported by
Plate A4. The distribution of the currents perpendicular to the mag-
netic field in the noon meridian plane in SM coordinates depicted by
the color scale from the global MHD model by Fedder et al. (1995).
The projections of the Polar (brown trace) and Interball-1 (black
trace) orbits onto that plane (Polar crossed this plane at 05:30 UT)
are also shown. The dayside magnetopause (MP) and bow shock
(BS) are seen in the current maxima at low latitudes, the higher lati-
tude smooth MP from Sibeck et al. (1991) model is depicted by the
violet line. The global MHD model determined “remote” (from the
cusp) reconnection site (RRS) position is shown by a white squared
cross. The model inward boundary of the MSH plasma with density
>40/cc is shown by a thick black-and-white dashed line (see also
Fig. 7 in Russell et al., 1998).
Paschmann et al. (1976) and Haerendel et al. (1978) from
Heos-2, by Klimov et al. (1986) from Prognoz-10, by Savin
(1994) and Blecki et al. (1998), from Prognoz-8 and by Chen
et al. (1997) from Hawkeye-1 data, but the referenced pa-
pers dealt neither with the turbulent boundary layer statis-
tics nor with multi-satellite data. Only the Prognoz-8 and
10 magnetic field experiments had a high enough sampling
rate (1–50 Hz versus ∼0.03 Hz on Heos-2 and Hawkeye-1)
for turbulent boundary layer studies. However, the absence
of 3-D plasma measurements and poor statistics prevented a
systematic study of the turbulent boundary layer signatures
and of the TBL’s role in mass and momentum transport at
the high latitude magnetopause.
The main goal of this paper is to advance the achieve-
ments and to explore solutions to the problems associated
with the physics of the exterior cusp in the Interball era. At
the same time, we have significant amounts of original re-
sults from recent analyses of multi-spacecraft data, which
are obviously beyond the scope of a single paper. Thus,
as a compromise, we limit ourselves in the data presenta-
tion to a fortunate multi-point case and a consideration of
that case in the context of three-year Interball-1 operation.
The case study presented in this paper deals with the dayside
cusp and magnetosheath interface during dominant north-
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Plate A5. The plasma density from the global MHD model by Fed-
der et al. (1995) on the Y = −3.5RE plane and field lines through
Interball orbit at 03:14 UT (white) and±0.25RE around the central
field line (green). The MSH corresponds to the density maximum
between the BS and empty magnetosphere. On the closed magne-
tospheric lines (white and inner green ones) density enhancements
are seen sunward of these kinked lines (which are mostly out of the
semi-transparent density plane). The green field line farthest from
the Earth is the reconnected one.
ward IMF conditions. We discuss examples of the charac-
teristic regions at the cusp/MSH interface on the basis of the
data from Interball-1 and Polar on 29 May 1996 and compare
them with results of global MHD modeling of the solar wind
interaction with the magnetosphere. There are a number of
previous studies of this event, but they have concentrated on
single spacecraft data (see, e.g. Russell et al., 1998; Savin et
al., 1998a; Chandler et al., 1999; Avanov et al., 2001). In our
study Interball-1 serves as the upstream MSH monitor for
Polar in the TBL and for HEO-095 and DMSP in the inner
cusp (see Grande et al., 1997) and ionosphere, respectively.
We also add wave data to distinguish different regions and
phenomena. One of the main questions we address here is
whether the TBL plays a substantial role in MSH plasma pen-
etration into the magnetosphere. We make use of the space-
craft fleet data and event-oriented modeling to determine if
the anti-parallel magnetic field merging (either local or re-
mote from the cusp) is able to account for the widespread
cusp, detected on this day, from the ionosphere to the mag-
netopause over a wide range of local times. We compare the
presented case with maps of the high level of ULF magnetic
turbulence (i.e. of the TBL) on the basis of the three years of
Interball-1 data. The comparison provides background both
for the case study that is presented and for other cases dis-
cussed throughout the paper. In the second part of our pa-
per we summarize the TBL properties, as known up to this
point in time, and discuss three types of reconnection that
are proposed to occur at different scales. We consider per-
colation of the MSH plasma as a source for the cusp and
boundary layers. We compare the direct interaction of MSH
flows with the indented MP over the cusp with reconnection
as an alternative source for the TBL. A scenario for three-
wave resonance-like interactions in the TBL is proposed. We
treat the high-latitude MP as a nonlinear distributed system
with memory.
2 Description of event and methodology used
We start from an event of multi-spacecraft constellation in
the northern cusp and at its outer border on 29 May 1996. In
our presentation Plates A1–A5 depict Interball observations
and their analysis using the global MHD simulation results.
Plates B1–B5 deal with Polar observations and their interpre-
tation using wavelet analysis techniques.
2.1 Event description
In Plates A2 and B1 we present multi-instrument Interball-1,
Magion-4 and Polar data on 29 May 1996. In Plates A3-A5
one can see the Interball-1 and Polar orbits relative to the
cusp-MSH interface, the details of which are discussed be-
low. The top panel (a) of Plate A2 shows protons perpendic-
ular to the satellite spin axis and Sun-Earth line measured by
the PROMICS-3 instrument; the ion temperature Ti is over-
plotted by a black line. Panels (b) and (c) show the magnetic
field in the GSM coordinate system, By and |B| are plotted
by red lines, Bx and Bz – by black lines. Panel (d) gives the
different components of the energy density; the total energy
density, Es (red line), and its three components, the ther-
mal energy density, Ethermal = 1.5 nkTi (brown line, where
n – plasma density, Ti – ion temperature), the kinetic energy
density, Ekinetic = 0.5nMiV 2i (blue line, where Mi and Vi
– ion mass and velocity) and the magnetic energy density,
Em = B2/8pi (black line). Panel (e) displays GSE Vx and
Vz components of ion velocity from the MHD model of Fed-
der et al. (1995) (black trace, see Sect. 2.2) and measure-
ments by SKA-1 ion spectrometer (see details of the plasma
data in Avanov et al., 2001), which are colored red. Panel
(f) shows the power contained in the magnetic field varia-
tions, Df , and the standard deviation of the magnetic field
magnitude, Dm. Df is obtained by taking the sum of vari-
ation powers in Bx , By and Bz. Then we use the relation
1 eV ∼ 2.49 nT2 to express Df/Dm in energy density units.
The variations are calculated over two-minute intervals with
the interval shifts of 30 s. Panel (g) gives a Fourier spec-
trogram of the magnetic field with sampling rate 4 Hz and
the proton cyclotron frequency (white line). Finally, panel
(h) shows magnetic spectra from Interball-1’s companion
satellite, Magion-4, in the range 20–2000 Hz during a pe-
riod when Interball-1 observed turbulence upstream of the
MP. The different regions depicted in Plate A1, which were
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Plate B1. Particle and field parameters on Polar on 29 May 1996. Panel (a): the magnetic field |B| (violet) and GSM Bz (black). Panel (b):
vector velocities of protons by the TIMAS spectrometer, Vx , Vy and Vz are marked by violet, green and black colors, respectively. Panel
(c): GSM Vx (violet) and Vz (black) components of ion velocity from the global MHD model (Fedder et al., 1995). Panel (d): the kinetic
ion energy density (violet), the ion thermal energy density (black), and the magnetic energy density (blue); the ion densities are shown only
at 04:00–07:00 UT. Panel (e): the average ion energy Ti (upper black line) from HYDRA, the minimum Ti from Polar in the MSH (brown),
the characteristic Ti in the MSH from Interball-1 (thick blue line) at 04:00 UT (marked by the vertical arrow), Ti in the MSH from the MHD
model at 04:00 UT (gray line), average electron energy Te (the lower black line) from HYDRA, and minimum Te in the MSH / TBL (green).
Panel (f): the magnetic field variations calculated in the same way as on panel (f) of Plate A2; the TBL is red-colored in Df , upper curve,
the characteristic regions marked according to Plate A1.
passed by Interball-1, are marked at the top of Plate A2. Un-
til 02:20 UT Interball-1 was in the inner cusp. At ∼02:30 UT
the mantle was encountered. Particle fluxes were fairly weak
and had no earthward component (not shown). The outer
cusp (OC) boundary was approached at about 03:00 UT,
which is indicated by increased particle fluxes and wave ac-
tivity. At 03:17 UT the MP was crossed. This can be deter-
mined here from the sign change in Bz, which went from
negative inside the magnetosphere to positive in the outer
cusp throat (OT). The sign of Bx also changed. At the mag-
netopause current sheet the thermal energy density was the
main component in the total energy density, while there was a
dip in the magnetic energy density. The period from 03:15 to
03:19 UT represents a typical example of a turbulent bound-
ary layer at the OT edge. At 03:17 UT in Plate A2 maxima
are seen, in Ti (marked by black shadowing), thermal and to-
tal energy densities and magnetic field spectra. A character-
istic feature of the TBL is the dominance of incompressible
waves resulting from the fact that total wave power, Df , is
several times higher than the magnetic field magnitude stan-
dard deviation Dm (the lower curve on panel (f); cf. Savin et
al., 1998b). The total energy density measured in the magne-
tosheath outside the cusp was about 30 keV/cm3, the mag-
netic wave power in the TBL reached 6 keV/cm3 and thus,
the ratio between the two was Df/Es ∼ 0.2 (i.e. exceeds the
strong turbulence limit of 0.1, see previous section).
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Plate B2. 07:00:00–07:01:56 UT: angular distribution of the Poynting flux in GSM coordinates from Polar; median frequency of the maxi-
mums is given in mHz (see details in text).
Plate B3. Wavelet spectrogram (Bz SM): Polar TBL (see Plate B1),
numbered black lines mark the inferred wave cascades (2, 4, 5 –
direct cascades, 1,3 – inverse cascades, see text for further details).
Polar data are presented in Plate B1. Panel (a) shows the
magnetic field (Bz by black line, |B| by violet line); panel
(b) shows vector velocities from the moments of measure-
ments of protons by the TIMAS spectrometer. Panel (c)
displays GSM Vx and Vz components of the ion veloc-
ity from the model (see Sect. 3 and Fedder et al., 1995
for details). On panel (d) we depict the ion kinetic en-
ergy density, Ekin = 0.5nMiV 2i (black line, where Mi and
Vi – ion mass and velocity), the thermal energy density,
Ethermal = nk(T⊥ + Tpar/2) (black line, where n – plasma
density, T⊥ and Tpar – perpendicular and parallel proton tem-
peratures from TIMAS), and the magnetic energy density,
Em = B2/8pi (blue line). Panel (e) gives the average ion
Plate B4. Wavelet correlation time for SM Bz from Polar in the
TBL (see Plates B1 and B3). Label ‘A’ stands for the coherent
structure depicted in Plate B3. Figure 1: the same for Interball-1
GSM By (see text for further details).
energy, Ti , and average electron energy, Te, from HYDRA.
Panel (f) shows the magnetic field variations calculated in the
same way as in panel (f) of Plate A2 (Df – upper curve, Dm
– lower curve). The Polar data differ from those of Interball-
1 in Plate A2 by extended duration crossings of the inten-
sive part of the turbulent boundary layer. The TBL is seen
as increases in the wave power, Df , of 8–40 times that of
the stagnant MSH. The TBL threshold (Df = 400 eV/cc,
∼13 nT2, see panel f) is about two times higher than Df in
the stagnant MSH. Df  Dm displays strong dominance of
the transverse waves over the compressible ones in the TBL.
On the Polar outbound leg there is a gradual rotation of
the average field direction immersed in the high level TBL
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Plate B5. Wavelet bi-spectra from Polar for SM Bz in the inbound TBL crossing at 06:40–07:10 UT on 29 May 1996 (cf. Plate B3 and
Plate B4); the maximums correspond to 3-wave processes: f = fl + fk . The frequency fl ∼ fA corresponds to that labeled ‘A’ in Plate B4.
fA + fA = 2 fA, etc. corresponds to the harmonic generation (see also text).
Plate B6. The same as for Plate B5 for the Polar outbound TBL crossing at 04:14–04:44 UT on 29 May 1996 (cf. Plate B3 and Plate B4).
(04:00–04:45 UT). The main MP current sheet at 04:08 UT
is rather weak (see the Bz change in panel a). In the TBL
the wave power reaches 20% of the Ethermal at 05:10 UT, or
of the Es from the simultaneous Interball-1 measurements
in the MSH. The “magnetic bubbles” are identifiable by the
spiky drops in B2/8pi and |B| (marked in Plate B1, panel d).
Te and Ti rise in the TBL by factors of 2–4 compared with
their minimums at 05:00 UT (brown curve in Plate B1e), or
with Interball-1 data at 04:00 UT (blue curve for Ti). The
MHD model predicts an even lower Ti value (gray curve) at
this time (black arrow in Plate B1e). The TBL with a higher
turbulence level is on the Polar inbound leg into the polar cap
at 06:16–07:08 UT. Ti raises a factor of 3–6 and Df reaches
33% of the MSH Ethermal, which is ∼ Em (panels d and f)
just inside the lobe (i.e. a pressure balance at the MP). In the
“magnetic bubbles” |B| drops down to fractions of nT. Min-
imum Ti is ∼2 times higher than that observed in both the
unperturbed MSH at the same time and ∼3 times higher than
that in the MHD model (see brown, blue and gray horizontal
lines in Plate B1e). This could result from heating both in the
TBL (if the MSH plasma enters, then leaves the TBL) and/or
at the interface between the streaming and stagnant MSH.
Note also the remarkable wave train in the velocity at 06:40–
07:00 UT data (panel (b) of Panel B1). We devote a special
section to the detailed study of this period with the nearly
Alfve´nic velocity jets unpredicted by the MHD model. We
will return to the detailed event analysis in Sect. 3.
2.2 Global MHD simulation
Results of the global MHD modeling for 29 May 1996 with
the SW data as an input (see Fedder et al., 1995 for details)
are presented in Plates A4, A5 and Fig. 7.
The distribution of the currents perpendicular to the mag-
netic field (J⊥) in the noon meridian plane in SM coordi-
nates is depicted in Plate A4 by the color scale. Also shown
are the projections of the Polar and Interball-1 orbits onto
that plane (Polar crossed this plane at 05:30 UT). The day-
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side low latitude MP and bow shock (BS) are easily seen in
the J⊥ maximum, while at higher latitude the MP current
splits into 3 branches. The sunward one, being an exten-
sion of the dayside depletion layer, might interfere with the
MSH flow to reach the outer-cusp-throat dent (Savin et al.,
1998a). It is difficult to say if the gap between the 3 current
branches (just over the Polar orbit crossing with the “40/cc”
boundary at ∼03:20 UT) provides direct access (“cleft”) for
the MSH plasma into the cusp. The current gradients near
the spacecraft orbits should cause current drift instabilities
(see e.g. Vaisberg et al., 1983 and references therein), that
provide a source for the TBL waves (see Sect. 3.1). Note
that the TBL crossings by Polar correspond to the J⊥ max-
imum; the stagnant MSH encounter represents sliding along
the current maximum border. The broadness of the maxi-
mum current sheet itself is believed to be due to MHD (=
large scale >3000 km) waves, which are reproduced by the
model. The MP indentation is seen as the lag between the
“smooth MP” (see e.g. Sibeck et al., 1991 model) and the
current sheet maximum. Its depth (∼1.5RE) is typical for
the outer cusp throat (see Fig. 8a and Savin et al., 1998b).
The model-determined position of the “remote” (from the
cusp) reconnection site (RRS) is shown in Plate A4 by a
white squared cross. We also mark it as “RRS” in Plate A3
(see the Sect. 6.2). The model inward boundary of the MSH
plasma with density >40/cc is shown by a thick black-and-
white dashed line (see Fig. 7 in Russell et al., 1998).
We present in Plate A5 the model plasma density on the
Y = −3.5RE plane and field lines through the Interball or-
bit at 03:14 UT (white) and±0.25RE around the central field
line (green). The −3.5RE plane in the Plate is transparent
so that the field lines are brighter when they are in front of
the plane and are dimmer when they are behind the plane.
The MSH is well depicted by the density maximum between
the BS and the empty magnetosphere. On the closed mag-
netospheric lines (white and inner green ones) density en-
hancements are seen sunward of these kinked lines (which
are mostly out of the semi-transparent density plane). Both
the line shapes and location of these cusp-like density max-
ima indicate that the RRS is the general model source of
the MSH plasma inside magnetosphere. Farther from the
Earth the green field line is the reconnected one, the southern
former-MSH part of which is draped over the southern cusp.
Thus, the model predicts the crossing by Interball of the re-
connected field line, originating from the remote reconnec-
tion site (at about the same place as the RRS in Plate A4).
The model magnetic field satisfactorily reproduces the aver-
age measured one (Russell et al., 1998).
As we have mentioned in the Introduction, on 29 May
1996, the cusp has been sampled from the upper ionosphere
up to the interface with the MSH. The MHD model serves
to link the measurements at different altitudes relative to the
RRS, remembering that the model is adjusted to the SW
input. A representative summary picture of the cusp and
BL encounters by 5 spacecraft, projected to the ionosphere,
is depicted in Fig. 7 along with the RRS traces and char-
acteristic equipotential patterns from global MHD simula-
tions in the coordinates invariant latitude and MLT in the
Northern Hemisphere. From Fig. 7a one can see that the
multi-spacecraft data provide the unprecedented wide cov-
erage of the high latitude magnetic field lines in invariant lat-
itude, MLT and UT. At lower altitudes the HEO 95-034 and
DMSP F12 and F13 registered the cusp, shown by the thick
blue lines (their traces have been calculated without usage of
the MHD model, see Grande et al., 1997 for details). The
crosses show projections of the reconnection locations from
the global MHD model. Figure 7a demonstrates a wide cusp,
the TBL (red thick lines) and an even mantle (green line)
spread in MLT and UT. Figures 7b and 7c show the character-
istic ionospheric equipotential patterns from the global MHD
model; equipotential contours are plotted for cross-cap po-
tential 6 kV and field-aligned current 4 10−6 A/m. Note that
the ionospheric convection is along the equipotential con-
tours; the convection directions are displayed by the green
arrows in the center and by the gray ones at the periphery.
Traces of Polar (violet asterisks), Interball-1 (red circled tri-
angle) and reconnection point footprints (brown arrow) are
depicted as well. Figure 7b presents the main features of the
MHD model convection up to 03:06 UT (inclusively). The
global MHD model predicts Polar connection to the north-
ern pole for the entire period, while Interball has no such
connection starting from ∼03:20 UT, which is why it does
not appear in Fig. 7c. The latter is in good correspondence
with the Interball outbound MP at 03:17 UT in Plate A2 (see
Sect. 2.1).
After the introduction of the MHD modeling results we
will use the model as a guideline throughout the paper, espe-
cially in Sect. 4.
2.3 Wavelet analysis technique
Finally in the Sect. 2, we would like to describe the wavelet
analysis techniques used in this paper in Plates B3–B6 and
Figs. 3b and 5. Wavelet analysis is a powerful tool to inves-
tigate turbulent signals and short-lived structures. In order to
examine the transient nonlinear signal in the TBL we have






i 2pi(ti − t)/a − (ti − t)2/2a2
]}
, (1)
where “C” has been chosen so that the wavelet transform
amplitude |W(a, t)| is equal to that of the Fourier transform
(see Consolini and Lui, 2000 and references therein for de-
tails). This wavelet shows the single peak at the frequency
f = 1/a, a wavelet characteristic scale may be read as repre-
senting a frequency f = 1/a±f/8. We use SWAN software
from LPCE/CNRS in Orleans for the wavelet analysis. We
apply this technique for Plate B3, Figs. 3b and 5.
To investigate the wave train coherence we utilize the
wavelet correlation time. For that calculation the wavelet co-
efficients are considered, at every frequency, as a time his-
tory signal. This corresponds to the output of a low band-
width filter centered on the analyzing frequency. A corre-
lation analysis is performed over these new signals, taking
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Fig. 1. Yamauchi and Lundin (1997) “Laval nozzle” model sketch;
thick arrow infers Interball-1 orbit (see Plate A2). See text for fur-
ther details.
into account a possible non-stationarity of the signals. The
input series is the time variation of the wavelet coefficients
C(k,m). The function depends on the beginning time of the
analysis t . At every discrete frequency m, the correlation
function Rc(ti, l, m) is computed on a small moving time
window:
(i + 1)Nl − l − 1
Rc(ti, l, m) = 1/Nl6 (C(n,m)− µc) (C(n+ l, m)− µc)∗ , 0 < l < l max
n = iNl ,
where N is the number of samples used to compute the cor-
relation function and l max is the maximum number of lags.
The variable µc is the mean value of the coefficients and ∗
means the complex conjugate operation. An overlapping of
time intervals can be done. The correlation time is then esti-
mated by the relation:
lmax
τc(ti, m) = γ /Tf6|Rc(l, m)|/Rc(0, m) ,
l = 0
where Tf is the period of the analyzed frequency
(Tf = 1/f ). Then, the result is expressed in terms of the
number of periods (by selection of appropriate γ ). We will
return to the correlation time in the discussion of Plate B4 in
Sect. 3.2.
We will do a further test for possible self-organization in
the TBL processes by the usage of the wavelet-based bico-
herence to check if the wave trains at different frequencies
really constitute the coherent interactive system with multi-
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with B(a1, a2) being the normalized squared wavelet bi-
spectrum:
B(a1, a2) = 6W ∗(a, ti)W(a1, ti)W(a2, ti). (3)
The W(a, t) is the wavelet transform defined by Eq. (2) and
the sum is performed satisfying the following rule:
1/a = 1/a1 + 1/a2 (4)
which corresponds to a frequency sum rule for the 3-wave
process, f = f1 + f2.
The bicoherence has substantial value if three processes,
with the highest frequency being the sum of the other two,
are phase-coupled (cf. Consolini and Lui, 2000). The sim-
plest such case is the harmonic generation due to quadratic
nonlinearity, namely the second harmonic generation with
2f = f + f , the third harmonic with 3f = 2f + f ,
etc. The harmonics are present in any nonlinear wave pulse
and do not represent phase coupling of the different waves.
We assume that the dominant nonlinear process in the TBL
is 3-wave decay (or junction) as the most powerful nonlin-
ear wave process (excluding the harmonics), which requires
third-order nonlinearity in the system. We will not discuss
here the weaker higher-order nonlinear effects, which also
might contribute in the TBL physics.
In Sect. 3.2 we are discussing representative wavelet bi-
spectra in Plates B5 and B6.
3 Sites of magnetosheath plasma penetration on 29 May
1996
In this section we discuss in detail the correlative measure-
ments of Interball-1 and Polar at the magnetospheric bound-
ary on 29 May 1996.
3.1 Wave signatures in the turbulent boundary layer
We start from an interesting feature between the MP and
the rotational discontinuity (RD) see details in Savin et al.,
1998a) in Plate A2(d): the kinetic energy density exceeds the
thermal one. This means that the magnetosheath flow just
outside magnetopause is supersonic (the sound Mach num-
ber Ms ∼ 2, while the Alfve´nic Mach number MA ∼ 0.9).
This picture resembles the “Laval nozzle” or “wave” cusp
model (see Yamauchi and Lundin, 1997). The model scheme
is reproduced in Fig. 1. The thick curved arrow shows the
inferred Interball-1 orbit. We would like to mention the gen-
eral agreement between the model and measured velocities
on panel (e). The measured Vz demonstrates a negative wave
train and then tailward acceleration at and just after the MP.
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Fig. 2. Panels (a), (c): electric Ez and magnetic (Bu) Fourier spectrograms in the spacecraft frame from the PWI instrument (note the linear
frequency scale on the vertical axes for Ez and low frequency Bu (panel c) and the logarithmic scale on panel (b). Panel (b): Bu aboard
spectra. Panel (d): Fourier spectrogram of the total power of the DC magnetic field (sampling rate 8 Hz, MFE experiment); the white line
depicts the proton cyclotron frequency labeled Fcp+.
Vx is generally negative which corresponds to a streamline of
MSH flow around the outside of the MP and inside the man-
tle. As it has been discussed in Savin et al. (1998a), the man-
tle existence during northward IMF is unusual and can im-
ply MSH plasma penetration upstream of Interball, while the
positive wave train in the measured Vx prior to or at the MP
clearly points to reconnection downtail and Vz in the wave
train agrees with the latter, too. We will return to the “Laval
nozzle” model in Sect. 6.4.
Romanov (1998) and Savin et al. (1998b) have demon-
strated that in the TBL the incompressible elliptically polar-
ized waves are dominating at frequencies less than the proton
gyrofrequency. However, unlike the linear Alfve´n waves, the
TBL contains “magnetic bubbles” with heated plasma and
low total magnetic field inside. Wave power Df in the TBL
exceeds 30% of the ion energy density in the MSH, (Plates
A2 and B1). An Interball “turbulent zone” encounter on the
tail field lines has been presented by Klimov et al. (1997).
The magnetic field spectrograms demonstrated a very clear
TBL, while the electric field spectra also had rather high am-
plitudes just inside the MP. The same type of behaviour is
observed in the Polar/PWI data near the dayside TBL on 29
May 1996 in Fig. 2. The spectrogram Ez (panel a) demon-
strates spiky activity in the TBL at 04:00–04:45 and 06:17–
07:08 UT, simultaneous with the ULF magnetic bursts seen
in panels (b–d). In the polar cap at 07:55–08:10 UT there
are electric field bursts, similar to those observed in the TBL,
without corresponding ones in the magnetic field. The TBL
magnetic bursts are quite wideband, reaching the electron cy-
clotron frequency (panel b). In between the TBL crossings
and at their outer borders one can see spectral maxima from
200 to 1000 Hz, which correspond to the “lion roars”, a char-
acteristic feature of the MSH encounters (Anderson et al.,
1982). The most prominent “lion roars” maxima are located
near 300 Hz, which corresponds to the Magion-4/SAS data
at 04:00 UT in the near-MP MSH (panel (h) in Plate A2).
Magion-4, being at (4, −3.6, 8.7)RE in the GSM frame,
is ∼1500 km ahead of Interball-1 along the orbit track (cf.
Blecki et al., 1998). Thus, the Polar/PWI data support the
Polar encounter of the stagnant MSH on 29 May 1996 in be-
tween the TBL crossings. In the lowest frequency band the
ULF waves have a maximum at 0.01–0.1 Hz, which agrees
both with Savin et al. (1998b) for 21 and 2 April 1996 with
IMF Bz < 0 (for the major part of the TBL) and with ear-
lier reported characteristic plasma fluctuation periods from
Heos-2 (Haerendel, 1978). A clear emission slightly below
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Fig. 3a. Electric (E, gray shadowed)
and magnetic (B) Fourier spectra from
Polar at 07:00–07:02 UT on 29 May
1996, E/B – thin green line (in km/s);
dashed line – KAW frequency depen-
dence for E/B from Eq. (5); Alfve´n
speed VA – thick green line. Squared
‘G’: Geotail electric spectra in TBL,
11:38–11:42 UT on 27 August 1995.
Circled ‘A’: electric spectrum in cusp,
Interball-2, 00:58 UT on 22 January
1997.
Fig. 3b. Magnetic wavelet spectra
of GSM By on 29 May 1996. Po-
lar: TBL at 04:09–04:39 UT (crosses,
the characteristic slopes are marked by
the red color) and stagnant MSH over
TBL at 05:00–05:45 UT (violet trace,
slopes are marked by the blue color, the
difference with the simultaneous post-
BS spectrum from Interball-1 is shad-
owed). Interball-1: MSH at 04:09–
04:39 UT (asterisks, the characteristic
slopes are marked by the red color)
and post bow shock MSH at 05:00–
05:45 UT (green trace).
the He++ cyclotron frequency is seen in Plate A2g at 02:56–
03:04 UT. Weak emissions close to the proton cyclotron fre-
quency, Fcp+, can be recognized at 03:05–03:13, 03:35 and
03:57 UT (cf. Klimov et al., 1986; Savin, 1994; Klimov et
al., 1997). These ion cyclotron emissions outside the TBL
indicate that non-equilibrium ion distributions are generated
in the TBL (cf. Belova et al., 1991, Treumann et al., 1995).
To compare the ULF waves in the central TBL, near the
boundary between the mantle and LLBL field lines and in
the low altitude cusp we present the characteristic electric
and magnetic Fourier spectra in Fig. 3a. The full upper curve
displays the sum of the powers of 3 Polar magnetic field com-
ponents (marked “B”), and the lower gray shadowed curve
shows the electric field components at 07:00–07:02 UT in
the TBL (see Plate B3 for the survey). The electric to mag-
netic field amplitude ratio provides a proxy for phase velocity
(marked by “E/B”). The Alfve´n speed, VA, is shown by the
horizontal thick light line, with E/B ∼ VA for the dominant
waves in the TBL. We refer to them as Alfve´nic Nonlinear
Vortices. The magnetic vector hodographs in the minimum
variance frame shown in Fig. 4 illustrate their vortical nature.
The first vortex-like signal from Interball-1 in Fig. 4a corre-
sponds to the Vx and Vz sunward wave train in Plate A2(e).
For the planar geometry the wave vector direction is in the
minimum variance direction, Bk(0.64 − 0.72 0.25). Avanov
et al. (2001) calculated the de Hoffmann-Teller velocity
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Fig. 4a. Magnetic field hodogram of the Interball vortex-like structure in the main MP current sheet on 29 May 1996. The vortex scale in the
minimum variance direction is estimated by ∼1000 km (see text for details). The maximum, medium and minimum variance eigen values
and eigen vectors are given at the top of the figure in the GSM coordinate system along with the average normal component 〈Bn〉 and the
magnetic field magnitude 〈B〉.
for the middle of the vortex interval of VHT = (32 −
178 98) km/s. From this we estimate the vortex space scale
L ∼ 2pi/k. For the Alfve´n wave in the time domain, the fre-
quency in the spacecraft frame is f ′ = f+(k/2pi ∗V HT ). In
the plasma frame it is f ∼ k VA/2pi (see Fig. 3a). We find for
typical parameters, L ∼ 650 or 1700 km, depending on the
k sign. For pure spatial structure with f = 0, L ∼ 520 km.
Thus, one can accept L ∼ 1000 km as a reasonable value for
the vortex scale. It represents several tens of ion gyroradii
for the measured plasma parameters.
Figure 4b shows an example of a magnetic field vortex-like
structure from the Polar TBL inside the interval of the Polar
spectra in Fig. 3a. Figure 4c displays the more irregular be-
haviour of the electric field at the same time. To check if the
TBL waves in Fig. 3a can be regarded as spatial structures
passing Polar, we approximate the E/B ratio by the disper-
sion curve of the kinetic Alfve´n waves (KAW). Near Polar
apogee, Stasiewicz et al. (2001) have shown that the KAW
with speed V and ion gyroradius ρi should result in E/B in
the frequency (ω) domain in the satellite frame of reference
as follows:
(E/B)2 ∼ V 2A
(
1 + (ρiω/V )2
)
. (5)
We present the calculated E/B ratio from Eq. (5) by a
dashed line in Fig. 3a for VA ∼ 70 km/s, ρi ∼ 60 km and
V ∼ 150 km/s (cf. Plate B1). The average measured E/B
ratio behaviour is close to that expected for KAW, while at
frequencies over 1 Hz, high amplitude fluctuations around
the average value are seen. These fluctuations correspond
to the random ones observed on the electric field hodogram
in Fig. 4c, i.e. most probably due to the electrostatic waves
in the proton gyrofrequency vicinity. If our interpretation of
the waves as KAW is true, we can roughly re-scale the E, B
and E/B spectra in Fig. 3a into the space domain, as shown
in Fig. 3a above the horizontal axis by L (in km). Note that
for the typical TBL frequency of 0.1 Hz, the inferred scale
is close to that of Interball, namely to 1000–2000 km. Thus,
different methods provide compatible scales for the vortex-
like fluctuations in the TBL.
Returning to Fig. 3a we mark by the squared white “G”
one of the strongest electric field spectrums in the TBL-like
region, which has been detected aboard Geotail on 27 Au-
gust 1995 during highly disturbed MSH conditions (Df >
(15 nT)2 at (4.5; 10.4; 4.2)RE in GSM frame; see also
Fig. 8a for the position of this crossing marked by squared
gray “G”). The electric field AC power for this disturbed
case is more than one order higher in magnitude than that of
Polar in the TBL on 29 May 1996. This fact indicates that in
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Fig. 4b. Magnetic field hodogram of the Polar vortex-like structure in the main MP current sheet on 29 May 1996 at 07:00:43–07:00:52 UT.
The maximum, medium and minimum variance eigen values and eigen vectors in the SM coordinate system are: Ai = 505.9, ei =
(0.39;−0.46; 0.8);Aj = 204.4, ej = (0.14;−0.83;−.0.55);Ak = 28, ek = (0.91; 0.33;−0.26).
Fig. 4c. Electric field hodogram of the Polar vortex-like structure on 29 May 1996 (see Fig. 4b) in the same coordinate system as in Fig. 4b.
disturbed SW conditions the fluctuation power near the MP
can be much higher than in the TBL on 29 May 1996, rep-
resenting a case with highly compressed magnetosphere by
the dense MSH (see Fig. 8). We suggest that the higher-level
disturbances correspond to dynamic interactions of SW dis-
continuities with the MP.
Just inside the MP the magnetic wave power drops sharply
(see Plates A2(f, g) and B1(f)), so that the waves can hardly
heat the core proton and alpha particles by their own en-
ergy. Instead, they are a good indicator of the plasma non-
equilibrium state and represent the mean for the energy re-
distribution between the particle species and for diffusion
in velocity space. The Polar case of the thick MP at about
04:00 UT is an exception: at 03:38–04:08 UT the Df is
higher than usual (cf. Savin et al., 1998b, and Plate B1(f)
and Fig. 2 at ∼07:10 UT). Interball-1 data also display the
enhanced wave power at 03:00–03:15 UT, where the quasi-
perpendicular, reflected and “fresh” injected ions are mixed
and the strong waves are generated in such extremely non-
equilibrium plasma (see Plate A2). In the deeper weak cusp
and mantle at 02:00–02:55 UT only weak magnetic spikes
are seen, mainly indicating plasma flow gradients (panel f).
At the lower altitudes in steady situations only electric
field variations are usually seen. A characteristic example
for the low altitude cusp variations from Interball-2 was ob-
served on 22 January 1997 and is shown in Fig. 3a by the
curve marked by a circled “A” (at 00:58 UT at a height of
2.3RE). While its absolute power exceeds that of the Po-
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Fig. 5a. Interball-1 wavelet spectro-
gram in the MSH (By GSM component,
0.003–0.1 Hz) at 04:00–05:00 UT (see
also Plate A1);
Fig. 5b. The same for Polar in the TBL
(see also Plate B1).
lar TBL (gray shadowed), the scaling factor in the divergent
Earth’s magnetic field reduces the low altitude equivalent
power to more than an order of magnitude less at the Po-
lar apogee height. During geomagnetic disturbed conditions
Pickett et al. (1999) also reported the specific ULF wave ac-
tivities in the low altitude cusp in conjunction with the ener-
getic particle bursts. Unlike the TBL, the magnetic fluctua-
tion power deep in the cusp is negligible as compared with
the local DC magnetic field pressure.
Now we would like to make use of the simultaneous In-
terball and Polar magnetic field measurements in different
regions near the MP. A poorly explored problem is how the
MSH-born fluctuations influence the TBL turbulence. We
present wavelet spectrograms (see Sect. 2.3) of the GSM
By components from the MSH (Interball) and TBL (Polar)
at 04:00–05:00 UT in Figs. 5a and b. Note clearly outlined
wave trains (i.e. isolated maxima) at different frequencies si-
multaneously that indicates the presence of multi-scale non-
linear processes. The linkage between the maxima repre-
sents a feature of cascade processes, where the direct/inverse
(i.e. high or low frequency fluctuations appear first) cas-
cades might be inferred. While the spectral character in
the MSH and TBL seems to be similar, no detailed corre-
lation is seen, especially for the frequencies >0.03 Hz and
at 04:50–05:00 UT. Note also the color scale difference: the
TBL spectra are of about an order of magnitude more in-
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tense. We have found that the general correlation of the By
components on Polar (in the TBL and stagnant MSH) and In-
terball (in the nominal MSH) on the time intervals of 0.5–1 h
is poor (<0.2), while for disturbances such as MSH disconti-
nuities the correlation can reach 0.7 on intervals of the order
of 5–10 min. No well-defined time delays can be found (i.e.
correlation functions are flat on intervals of several tens of
seconds). The only disturbance on Polar at 05:26–05:45 UT
having a respective counterpart in the Interball post shock
data (not shown) has a correlation coefficient of 0.6 and the
clear time delay of 925 s.
For quantitative comparison of the wave spectral features
we present the characteristic integrated wavelet spectra (see
Sect. 2.3) in Fig. 3b. We have chosen two intervals with
Interball-1 as an upstream monitor in the nominal streaming
MSH and Polar in or just over the TBL: (1) 04:09–04:39 UT
with similar character of the wavelet spectrogram (Figs. 5a
and b) and (2) 05:00–05:45 UT with Polar just outside the
TBL (or even at its border, see Plate B1(f) and Fig. 2) and
Interball-1 in the disturbed MSH just downstream of the bow
shock (BS, see Savin et al., 1998a). Comparison of the mag-
netic spectral shapes in the TBL and stagnant MSH over the
TBL versus the nominal flowing MSH from simultaneous
Polar and Interball-1 data shows that the low frequency dis-
turbances (at 0.001–0.002 Hz) can be transmitted throughout
the MSH from downstream of the BS. This is seen from both
the coincidence of the MSH and TBL spectral powers (as-
terisks and crosses) and the existence of the spectral peak at
these frequencies throughout the MSH in two other spectra.
The mechanism of the power amplification at these frequen-
cies over the TBL is unclear (see dark shading of the power
difference in Fig. 3b). There are several opportunities for
this:
(a) amplification at the discontinuity (shock?) between the
stagnant and flowing MSH;
(b) amplification due to convergence of the outer cusp
throat;
(c) accumulation of the permanently inflowing distur-
bances in the stagnant OT;
(d) out-flowing of the waves from the TBL (note the higher
frequency of the peak near 0.001 Hz on Polar at 05:00–
05:45 UT in Fig. 3b). As for the disturbances at frequen-
cies >0.01 Hz, they appear to dissipate downstream of
the bow shock as their power near the MP is lower than
near the BS (the respective difference is shaded light-
blue).
The most characteristic TBL waves at 0.005–0.5 Hz hap-
pen to have the characteristic kinked spectral shape and
slopes (note the higher power and different shape in this fre-
quency band of the spectrum marked by crosses in Fig. 3b).
In the TBL this expectation of the intermittent quasi-coherent
structures is realized in Alfve´nic nonlinear vortices (ANV),
which are displayed in Fig. 4 (see discussion above). The
spectral power here is much higher than that of fluctuations
in the flowing and stagnant MSH, and the spectral shape is
different: the kinked shape with the slopes of 1–1.5 and 2–
2.6 are those characteristic of the TBL, while a spectral peak
at lower frequencies might also appear (cf. the dark-shaded
spectrum over the TBL in Fig. 3b). A substantial TBL fea-
ture, which coincides (we suppose by chance, see discussion
in Sect. 6.5 below) simultaneously with the one in the MSH
shown in Fig. 3b, is the frequency of the kink (asterisks and
crosses).
To verify the local TBL origin of the turbulence, at least
partially, we study Poynting flux on the interval of the Po-
lar data in Fig. 3a (07:00–07:02 UT). In Plate B2 we present
the Poynting flux angular distribution; its relative magnitude
is shown by contours with incremental value of a factor of
2. The blue shading corresponds to the maximum Poynt-
ing flux magnitude. The GSM axes are labeled in circles;
the Z (−Z) axis corresponds to the upper (bottom) horizon-
tal line. Crosses mark the direction of the average magnetic
field, and the median frequencies of the intensity maxima
are given in mHz. Note that the characteristic maxima have
frequencies of 50–60 mHz, which corresponds to the most
prominent maxima in the power spectra in Fig. 3a. Spec-
tral analysis of the Poynting vector and its decomposition on
the differently propagated waves has been performed using
the method of Romanov (1998). In the interval under study
negligible Poynting flux has positive projection on the av-
erage magnetic field (that is under the curve, showing the
perpendicular plane to the magnetic field in Plate B2). In-
stead, the maximum electromagnetic energy is flowing both
antiparallel to the magnetic field (close to the inclined blue
cross) and nearly along the MP downstream of the cusp (i.e.
∼ in the middle between the −X, Y and Z axes). The fluctu-
ation power has a characteristic magnitude for the TBL (see
Plate B1(f) and Fig. 2). So, we conclude that a process pole-
ward of Polar has comparable power with the processes at the
origin of sunward jets at 06:45–07:00 UT (see Plate B1(b),
Fig. 6 and related discussions below). This process, prob-
ably small-scale reconnection at the cusp-MSH interface, is
certainly the inherent TBL one, i.e. the high level electro-
magnetic energy cannot originate from the remote reconnec-
tion site (see RRS in Plate A3 and A4 and related discussions
below) at 07:00–07:02 UT, on the time interval of Fig. 3a and
Plate B2.
Thus, we conclude that for the case under study substan-
tial disturbances are generated in the TBL, having a character
different from the waves in both the near-Earth MSH and the
downstream bow shock. This inherent interaction is thought
to be modulated by the MSH flow disturbances and disconti-
nuities.
3.2 Turbulent boundary layer: random or organized?
Now we address the question of whether the sunward flows,
MP-like current sheets and “diamagnetic bubbles” in Plates
A2 and B1 are driven by random SW/MSH disturbances or
whether they are the result of some kind of correlated or co-
herent behaviour, at least during rather stationary SW pe-
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Fig. 6. Coherent structure in the inbound TBL from Polar (see Plates B1, B3, B5). Top panel: TIMAS proton moments – tempera-
ture (violet shading depicts the difference between the parallel and perpendicular temperatures), velocity (Vx – green shading, Vy – dots,
Vz – red dashed line) and density (blue shading). Bottom panel: magnetic field Bz (the scale at the right) and |B| (yellow shading, the scale
at the left). Bottom line: Alfve´n velocity in the MSH (gray triangle) and inside high-speed jets (arrows).
riods. In other words: can the local TBL processes (in-
cluding reconnection-like) be regarded as a collective multi-
scale interaction pattern? In Fig. 3b we have already demon-
strated a feature compatible with a self-organized process,
namely power-law kinked spectra in the TBL (curve marked
by crosses) but, for example, the streaming MSH could have
spectra of similar shape (curve marked by asterisks). To ob-
tain further insight into the problem we show in detail Po-
lar parameters in the inbound TBL crossing (Fig. 6) and an-
alyze the Bz component by the Morlet wavelet transform,
wavelet correlation time and bicoherence (Plate B3–B5 see
also Sect. 2.3).
In Fig. 6 we show high time resolution TIMAS mass-
spectrometer proton moments and magnetic field in the TBL
at 06:40–07:00 UT: the parallel (upper black line) and per-
pendicular (violet line) temperatures (linear scale at the right
side, the difference between the parallel and perpendicular
temperatures is indicated by the violet color), the ion veloc-
ity |V | (upper gray shading), GSM Vy and Vz (dotted black
and dashed red lines), Vx (lower green shading) and the den-
sity Ni (lower blue shading, linear scale at the right side).
At the bottom of Fig. 6: characteristic Alfve´n speed, VA, in
the disturbed MSH (gray shading) and in the velocity jets
(marked by arrows). The bottom panel displays GSM Bz
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(linear scale at the right side) and |B| (yellow shaded). Bz is
generally positive in the MSH and negative in the lobes (cf.
Plate B1(a)). Velocity sunward jets (up to |V | = 285 km/s)
are pointed in a counter-streaming direction (i.e. Vx > 0,
Vz < 0). They clearly correlate with the minima in Ni and
negative (magnetospheric-like)Bz. Another characteristic jet
feature is parallel heating. Note also the general excess of
the parallel temperature in the region of jets and “bubbles”
at 06:45–06:57 UT: this strongly suggests that mirror waves
cannot account for the “diamagnetic bubbles” formation, be-
cause for the mirror instability, the perpendicular tempera-
ture should exceed the parallel one (see, e.g. Stasiewicz et
al., 2001 and references therein). Angles between the mag-
netic field and three velocity jets, marked by arrows at the
bottom, are, respectively, 16.5, 16.5 and 29 degrees (from
left to right). Thus, the jets are practically field-aligned,
being accelerated to velocities between the local and MSH
Alfve´n speeds. The presence of these jets, along with the
“diamagnetic bubbles” and parallel proton heating, strongly
infers field-line reconnection downtail of the Polar position.
The dynamic pressure in the jets (i.e. 2Ekin, see Plate B1(d))
is of the order of the Em around the jets that also conforms
to the jet acceleration by transformation of the magnetic en-
ergy in magnetic field reconnection. The density Ni anti-
correlates with |B|. This might be regarded as random MP
crossings. On the other hand, the velocity wave train in Fig. 6
is rather regular and remarkably resembles that of Interball in
Plate A2(e). One possibility is that both of them result from
the downtail RRS, while for Polar it is not reproduced by the
global MHD model (see Plates A2, A4, B1). In this case
the reason for the patchy character of the reconnection might
be in the high flow velocity near RRS (with nearly Alfve´nic
and at some times supersonic velocity, see Plate A2 and dis-
cussions above), which prevents the occurrence of stationary
reconnection (see La Belle-Hamer et al., 1995).
We would also like to discuss another data explanation
that suggests,for example, local TBL reconnection, Alfve´n
resonator, etc. (cf. Savin et al., 1998a, 2002b; Stasiewicz et
al., 2001). In Plates B3–B5 we present the results of de-
tailed wavelet analysis for the chosen TBL interval. Plate B3
shows a wavelet spectrogram for 0.00156–0.05 Hz. It is
similar to that of Fig. 5b: the isolated maxima correspond
to wave trains; they constitute the cascade-like chains that
are tentatively shown by black curves with respective cir-
cled numbers. The inverse (1, 3) and direct (2, 4, 5) cas-
cades could be inferred, with the most prominent ones be-
ing marked by the numbers 2 and 5. The main wave train,
visible in Plate B1(b) and Fig. 6 throughout the TBL at
06:40–07:10 UT, corresponds to the long stable maximum at
∼3.3 mHz in the Plate B3. The maximum at 1.6–1.7 mHz is
visible even inside the magnetosphere. We have checked that
the Vz and Vx spectrograms have a similar character to that of
Bz in Plate B3, while for different components the different
maxima are most explicit.
In Plate B4 we present wavelet correlation time (see
Sect. 2.3) in the range of 2.5–80 mHz for the TBL and MSH
crossing by Polar; Insert A displays that of the Interball-1
outbound MP/TBL crossing for comparison. The TBL cross-
ing on Polar is specified by the highly coherent (correlation
time >3 periods) wave trains, visible at the low frequencies
for several sub-intervals of the analysis. The most prominent
feature in the Polar TBL is a coherent structure at∼07:00 UT
(marked by an ellipse with the circled label A); this is namely
the wave train at ∼3.3 mHz outlined in the discussion of
Fig. 6 and Plate B3. The higher frequency coherent signals
(e.g. at 17, 23, 35, mHz, cf. Plate B3) are not specific only to
the TBL. The inbound TBL at ∼04:30 UT is also character-
ized by coherent wave trains but at several frequencies simul-
taneously (∼2.8, 4.5, 6.7 and 8.5 mHz, cf. Fig. 5b). These
coherent wave trains are hardly obvious from the waveforms
or Fourier spectra in Fig. 2c–d at ∼04:30 UT (we checked
that the corresponding maxima are seen in the Vx and Vz
wavelet spectrograms as well). While the period of ∼3 mHz
signal on Interball (Insert A) is short (of the order of the TBL
crossing time, see Plate A2), the wavelet analysis demon-
strates a greater correlation time at this frequency (>2 peri-
ods) than at the neighboring frequencies. This is rather inter-
esting as Interball and Polar crossed the outbound/inbound
TBL at about the same X and Z (see Plate A3), while at dif-
ferent times and at symmetric Y relative to noon. The differ-
ence in the duration of the TBL encounters is, most probably,
due to the Interball crossing of the current sheet ∼ along the
normal, while the orbit of Polar is nearly elongated along the
MP current sheet (see Plates A3–A5). The coherent Interball
signals throughout the MP/TBL crossing are visible at ∼5
and 18 mHz; the 5 mHz one corresponds to the well visible
Vx /Vz wave train in the Plate A2(e). Thus, in both cases the
coherent magnetic and velocity signals are seen for a long
time throughout the cusp/MSH transition. This is different
from both the usual concepts of stationary reconnection and
random reconnection bursts: in the former case the repetitive
flows should not be seen during ∼ steady solar wind condi-
tions; in the latter case the bursts should be random instead
of coherent.
In Plate B5 we present the bicoherence spectrogram (see
Sect. 2.3) for Bz SM in the Polar inbound TBL on 29 May
1996, 06:40–07:10 UT, i.e. from nearly the same core TBL
intervals as the spectra in Plate B3. The frequency plane
(fk, fl) is limited by the signal symmetry considerations and
by the frequency interval of the most characteristic TBL
slope of ∼1 in Fig. 3b. As we mentioned in the Sect. 2.3, the
bicoherence in the TBL displays the second and higher har-
monic nonlinear generations and, most probably, three-wave
processes, with cascade-like features that are visible at the
vertical axis fl ∼ 0.003 Hz (i.e. at the coherent wave train
labeled by “A” in the ellipse in Plate B4). We assume cas-
cade signatures in Plate B5, when the bicoherence at the sum
frequency, f = f1 + fk , has a comparable value with that
of point (fk, fl). In the case of the horizontally-spread max-
imum, it is implied that the wave at sum frequency interacts
with the same wave at the initial frequency (fA in our case)
in the following three-wave process: f 3 = fA+ fk , etc.; the
initial wave spectrum can be smooth resulting in the contin-
uous bi-spectral maximum. Most characteristic frequencies,
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which one can see in Plates B3 and B4 (e.g. f1 ∼ 4.5, 6.7,
18, 23, 36 mHz), are also proved to participate in the multi-
wave coherent processes that give maxima in Plate B5. For
example, the following processes could be inferred: horizon-
tal cascade fl ∼ fA + 23 = 26.3 mHz, fA + 26.3 = 29.6,
etc. until ∼100 mHz; 4.5 + 18 ∼ 23; cascade 6.7 + 23 =
29.7, 6.7+29.7 = 36.4, 6.7+36.4 = 43.1 mHz. Another set
of nonlinear processes is realized with the harmonic genera-
tions and their further interactions: on the spectrogram diag-
onal 3 the strongest maxima are close to the first, with second
and fourth harmonics of the “resonant” frequency fA; the
respective processes are labeled in the figure, including the
third harmonic generation. Further, multi-wave interactions
of the harmonics could be inferred as well: 1.5+2fA (labeled
at the bottom); cascade 2fA + f , etc., 4fA + f . Note from
the Plate B3, that the 1.6 mHz signal penetrates the magne-
tosphere. Both 3 and 1.5 mHz maxima are also present in the
Interball bi-spectra near the MP (not shown). While the pro-
cess identifications are not unique (e.g. the four-wave mod-
ulation instability might be involved etc.) we certainly en-
counter a very complex picture of furcated multi-frequency
(i.e. multi-scale) coherent interactions, which strongly indi-
cate the presence of cascade processes, based on the “reso-
nant” frequency fA, seen in plasma parameters in Fig. 6 as
well. As for the wavelet analysis of plasma moments, we
should note that the number of points in the TBL is too small
for the wavelet correlation time and bicoherence determina-
tions, while wavelet spectrograms look quite similar to those
of the magnetic field.
Inspection of the bicoherence spectrogram for the Po-
lar outbound TBL in Plate B6 (Bz SM component, 04:14–
04:44 UT, the format is the same as for Plate B5) confirms
the complex coherent picture of the TBL interactions. The
respective frequency of the main cascade is close to the low-
est one in Plate B4 at ∼04:30 UT, i.e. fB ∼ 2.6 mHz, while
the 2 fB -signal is weaker. Similar to Plate B4, the out-
bound bi-spectrogram displays coherent processes at several
frequencies: the low frequency cascade (horizontally inter-
connected maxima) starts at fl ∼ fB (vertical axis), then at
fk ∼ 30 mHz (horizontal axis) shifts to fl ∼ 4.5 mHz and
for fk > 70 mHz both cascades at fB and 4.5 mHz co-exist.
Note that 4.5 mHz is close to the second from the bottom
maximum at 04:30 UT in Plate B4; the next coherent process
with maximum at ∼7 mHz in Plate B4 probably contributes
a lot to the most prominent maximum in Plate B6, labeled
“4 fB + 4 fB ∼ 8 fB”. The process “fB + 7 mHz” has also
a highly visible maximum on the bi-spectrogram along with
the second harmonic nonlinear generation: 7+ 7 = 14 mHz.
This second harmonic in turn looks to interact: 14 + 35 =
49 mHz. The lower frequency bi-spectra in Plate B5 also re-
veal strong nonlinear interactions at ∼1.5 mHz, i.e. close to
that in Plate B3, which penetrates inside the MP (see discus-
sion of Plate B3 above). Despite the differences in Plates
B4 and B5 the main cascade-like nonlinear interactions look
very similar on both, i.e. the main cascade is synchronized by
low (“resonant”) frequencies throughout the wide frequency
band.
Thus, the results of the modern wavelet data analysis tech-
nique strongly indicate that the TBL fluctuations are highly
coherent, multi-scale and “organized” in cascades of nonlin-
ear interactions. The chosen coherent wave trains appear to
synchronize the interactions throughout the TBL, i.e. a kind
of over-TBL resonance.
We return now to the detailed comparison of the experi-
mental and model data (see also Sect. 2.2).
4 Comparison with MHD model
Intersection of the Polar orbit with the model boundary
in Plate A4, labeled by the dashed black-and-white line
(marked “n > 401/cc”), agrees with the outer cusp encounter
by Polar at∼03:20 UT, as it is seen from the rise of the model
Vx (Vz) and that of Df in Plate B1(c, f). Polar returns inside
the MP at 07:08 UT, which is reproduced by the MHD model
with about a 10 min delay. The delay is seen by comparing
the Vx /Vz vanishing at the right part of Plate B1(c) with the fi-
nalBz transition to the negative value in Plate B1(a). This de-
lay seems to be characteristic for the total reproduced interval
(see, e.g. the model Vx sign changes at ∼04:20 and 05:20 UT
relative to the measured Vx ones). The measured magnetic
field displays a substantial discrepancy at the inbound MP
(see Fig. 6 in Russell et al., 1998) due to an inability of the
model to reproduce sharp gradients (<1000 km). The model
velocity generally agrees with that of the measured one up to
∼06:30 UT, including the sunward ion flow in the cusp and
outbound TBL (Plate B1(b)). In the stagnant MSH deceler-
ated flow still continues to move downtail (Vx < 0, Vz > 0).
The impulsive flows at 04:00–04:40 UT look to be of lo-
cal origin, having unpredicted high velocities and strong Vy
components: at 04:02 UT V = (28 105 − 73) km/s with the
|V | = 131 km/s, i.e. close to VA in the MSH, the model
Vm = (32 − 16 − 24) km/s; at 04:08 UT V = (80 68 −
89) km/s with |V | = 138 km/s, i.e. again close to the VA in
the MSH, the model Vm = (32 − 11 − 19) km/s; and finally
at 04:36 UT V = (100 50 − 71) km/s with |V | = 133 km/s,
the model Vm = (4 − 39 − 30) km/s. We have already dis-
cussed above the measured wave trains at 06:40–07:10 UT.
Note also the anti-correlation of the spikes in Em and Ekin
in the TBL (Plate B1 d). Here we would like to remind the
reader that, while the wavy-velocity jets aren’t reproduced by
the model, they still might originate from the RRS. However,
we assume a generally local origin of the main TBL fluctu-
ations (see previous section). Indeed, in Plate A4 the thick
intensive current sheet (red-colored) spreads from the sun-
ward wall of the outer cusp throat to the RRS, i.e. the model
infers a stretched-out disturbed zone. We cannot check that
from the spacecraft data on 29 May 1996 but the model indi-
cates the probable TBL spread from the RRS to the sunward
OT wall (i.e. ∼04:30 UT in Plates B1 and B4).
As for Interball-1, note the positive/negative model Vx /Vz
velocity drift just prior to the MP in Plate A2(e); the model
reproduces the average tendency of the measured speed, but
not its fine structure (i.e. the wave train). The most proba-
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Fig. 7. Projection onto the northern ionosphere in (Invariant Latitude/ MLT) coordinates on 29 May 1996. (a) Cusp (blue), mantle (green),
TBL (red) ionospheric traces for different UT and spacecraft, marked in the figure and the traces of remote reconnection sites (RRS) for
different UT from the global MHD model (inclined crosses) (b) ionospheric equipotential contours for a cross-cap potential of 6 kV and
field-aligned current of 4 10−6 A/m. at 02:09 UT from the global MHD model and (c) the same for 03:20 UT. Traces of Polar (violet
asterisks), Interball-1 (red circled triangle) and reconnection point footprints (RRS, brown arrows) are depicted along with the convection
directions (along the contours, green arrows in the center and gray ones at the periphery).
ble reason for that is the rather crude model grid (>0.2RE ,
see details in Fedder et al., 1995), while the influence of the
local medium-scale disturbances, reproduced by the model,
on the global structure is not excluded (see discussions in
Sect. 2.2). One can see a systematic difference in the mea-
sured and model Vx between the MP and 03:30 UT; after that
time Vx fits the model well. Detailed study of high-resolution
ion data by Avanov et al. (2001) provides further proof for the
registration of the features predicted by the model reconnec-
tion site being downtail of Interball (Alfve´nic field-aligned
flows in the de Hofmann-Teller frame, stress balance fulfill-
ing, etc.).
Now we would like to address the problem of the mech-
anism for the MSH plasma penetration into the cusp (see
Fig. 7 and related discussion in Sect. 2.2). We assume that
we have shown and sited enough experimental evidence for
the RRS operation being in satisfactory agreement with the
MHD model predictions. Let us consider three ways of the
cusp populating by the RRS:
– filling while RRS merging is ongoing (“merging fill-
ing”);
– convection inside the MP of the filled, by merging
lines (closed) after merging termination (“convection
filling”);
– filling through the interconnected RRS lines after merg-
ing termination (“interconnection filling”).
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To estimate the trace range of “merging filling” we take
the maximum convection distance for the cusp ions with the
measured characteristic energy ∼500 eV, injected parallel to
the magnetic field at the RRS. For 2 km/s as the reasonable
limit of ionospheric convection, one obtains the trace drift
∼200 km (projected on the ionosphere) during time-of-flight
of parallel 500 eV ions from the RRS to the ionosphere. The
drift ionospheric velocity of 2 km fits the measured average
positive Vx < 50 km/s in Plate B1(b) at 04:00–04:30 UT
taking into account the scaling factor from the MP to iono-
sphere. The tracks of ions, traveling back towards the MP,
will be shifted ∼400 km. The isotropic cusp ions at 01:30–
02:20 UT (Plate A2 a) are seen at ∼2500 km from the RRS
trace, i.e. more than 5 times larger than the drift path of re-
flected ions. This is best seen in Fig. 7b: the RRS proves
to drive the two-cell sunward (see green arrow in the cen-
ter) convection with the strong downward component due to
large IMF By . Returning to the plasma reaching the iono-
sphere from the RRS while merging lasts, one can see that
the plasma from the RRS cannot account for the Interball-1
cusp at 01:30–02:20 UT: the Interball trace is too far away.
Obviously, the same is true for the HEO95-034 and most of
the DMSP cusp periods.
In Figs. 7b and c one can see that reconnection drives the
ionospheric convection (see the arrows); the contours dis-
play a permanent direction of the ionospheric flows upstream
of the reconnection site projections throughout several hun-
dreds of km. We suppose that this results from the narrow-
ness of the RRS flows at its location; the flow direction corre-
sponds to the antiparallel magnetic fields inside and outside
the magnetosphere. The latter infers that the kinked recon-
nected lines are transported towards the dayside border of
the cusp (after merging termination) in a rather narrow an-
gle range. After the second reconnection in the Southern
Hemisphere such an over-draped line could become a part
of the low latitude boundary layer (LLBL, see Onsager et
al., 2001 and references therein). Our expectation for the
narrow reconnected flows is supported by the fact that in
Plate B1(a, b) outside the MP, i.e. during positive Bz, gen-
erally Vx < 0 (both the measured and model). Thus, the
majority of the MSH field lines in the decelerated OT moves
tailward. Only two thin jets with Vx > 0, Vz < 0 (i.e. prob-
able flows from RRS) are seen at 05:10 and 06:18 UT in the
measured velocity during stable Bz > 0 in the MSH; the first
has a counterpart in the model at 05:20 UT (with the above
mentioned 10-min shift). We infer from that the narrowness
of the sunward RRS flows as compared with the OT width:
Polar traced the OT through more than 2RE in X and al-
most 3RE in GSM Y directions (see Fig. 8a), i.e. comparable
with the average dimensions of the OT (Savin et al., 1998b).
Looking now at Fig. 7 we would like to conclude that “inter-
connection filling” in the narrow angle range (∼ in the green
arrow directions) might account for the cusp on HEO at early
dawn and at the noon trace part on DMSP at 01:08 UT, and
at low latitude at 02:50 and a small portion of the trace at
04:30 UT. We will discuss the interconnected line filling in
Sect. 6.2.
As for the “convection filling”, comparison of Figs. 7a
and b, Fig. 7c shows that: (a) only ∼ half of the DMSP cusps
at high latitudes could be accounted for by the convection, (b)
the Interball cusp at ∼02:09 UT lies on the respective con-
vection line but the convection time is ∼1 h, which seems to
be too long (cf. variability of RRS traces in Fig. 7a), (c) the
Polar cusp can originate from the “convection filling”, (d) the
HEO cusp is inconsistent with it.
We would like to conclude that the dusk cusp on HEO,
the low latitude DMSP cusp at 04:30 UT adjacent to HEO,
and most probably the Interball cusp at ∼02:00 UT cannot
be accounted for “by using” the three processes compatible
with the MHD model. The wideness and stability of the cusp
versus quite changeable RRS trace positions in Fig. 7a also
confirm this (cf. Savin et al., 1998a). So, the combined model
and in situ data support the suggestion that the RRS cannot
be the only major source for the all cusp-like plasma that was
registered on that day.
5 The case on 29 May 1996 on the background of tur-
bulent boundary crossings in 1995–1998
We would like to relate the described case to the TBL cross-
ings by Interball-1 in 1995–1998. The Interball-1 orbit evo-
lution provided an opportunity to cross the near-cusp MP for
most of a year, excluding the late October – late December
time period, when the orbit apogee has been in the tail lobes.
For this study we use the routinely calculated dispersion of
Bx raw magnetic field waveform with sampling rate 4 Hz at
the 20-s intervals (i.e. for 0.05–2 Hz). To compare with Df
in Plates A2 and B1 in a statistical sense, we multiply the
Bx power variance by a factor of 3, suggesting the equality
of the ULF power at all 3 magnetic components on average,
that have been checked to be satisfactorily valid for 10 char-
acteristic TBL crossings. We give the AC magnetic pressure
(= Df =RMS2) in [eV/cc] for comparison. For the TBL we
have chosen a threshold of the maximum root mean square
RMS > 6 nT (90 eV/cc) on the 10-min interval and max-
imum RMS higher than the average MSH RMS (>150%).
This threshold is applied for Fig. 8b. An event is regarded
as continuous if the RMS exceeds the threshold with inter-
rupts less than 10 min. We limit our study outward of the
magnetosphere by a minimum of two values: (a) half the
distance between the most distant Earth MP and the closest
Earth bow shock (BS) at the same orbit, (b) 3RE outward
from the most distant MP. We exclude single RMS spikes,
which clearly correspond to the main magnetic field jumps at
the MP. The reader can find early one-year Interball-1 TBL
statistics in Savin et al. (1999). We display the maximum
RMS amplitude in an event in Fig. 8a, starting from RMS
∼10 nT. The average value of the RMS maximum is slightly
less than 20 nT (∼900 eV/cc) and the absolute RMS maxi-
mum is over 40 nT. The above mentioned near-MP data gap
in the tail is schematically marked by the violet dot-shading
on the (X, Y ) plane. There are two features we would like to
outline:
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Fig. 8a. TBL in 1995–1998 from
Interball-1 magnetic field data in 3
GSM planes. The full standard devi-
ation is color-coded according to the
scale at the figure bottom and shown at
the pieces of orbit traces of Interball-
1 (see the TBL definition in the text).
The violet dot-shading marks lack of
Interball-1 orbit coverage of the MP.
Case studies are shown by symbols (cir-
cled crosses and triangles – for Polar
and Interball-1 on 29 May 1996, for
the remainder of the t symbols, see the
text).
– the near-cusp indentation visible in the northern TBL in
the XZ and YZ planes; this indentation corresponds to
the MP case reported in the OT by Savin et al. (1998b)
and Urquhart et al. (1998). The TBL on 29 May 1996,
displayed in Plates A2 and B1, is namely at the bottom
of this indentation (the respective orbits are depicted by
triangles for Interball-1 and crossed circles for Polar).
– the TBL “wings”, ranging from the near-cusp TBL into
the tail down to X ∼ −20RE ; these “wings” are in the
vicinity of the boundary between the open mantle lines
and the closed LLBL lines. The local minimum in the
total magnetic field and currents providing field rotation
from the open to closed lines are anticipated there.
The TBL events concentrate at high latitudes (|Z| > 4RE)
near the OT and downstream of it; it is especially visible
for variations with RMS > 20 nT. On the YZ-plane at low
latitudes one can also recognize groups of intensive events
(for both positive and negative Y ); the XZ-plane demon-
strates that most of them are encountered in the tail. Re-
cently, Maynard et al. (2001) demonstrated the penetration
of the MSH plasma into the tail “sash” in conjunction with
the flank TBL. Note that although in Klimov et al. (1997)
and Savin et al. (1997) the TBL-like signatures in the tail
have been reported, nobody knew if this TBL is present there
more or less permanently. Savin et al. (2002a) have demon-
strated that a substantial part of the events in those “wings”
at the higher latitudes is independent on the interplanetary
(IMF) By , which contradicts the “sash” predictions. Ap-
proximately another half of the “wing” events follows the
“sash” By-dependence (cf. the above mentioned low-latitude
events). The higher-latitude “wings” are in the vicinity of the
boundary between semi-open mantle lines and closed LLBL
lines; the local minimum in the total magnetic field and cur-
rents providing field rotation from the open to closed lines
are anticipated there. In Fig. 8b we display now in 3 GSM
planes the color-coded distribution of the events with mag-
netic RMS>6 nT as a function of IMF Bz; the colors for re-
spectiveBz- intervals are depicted in the figure left lower cor-
ner. In the tail “wings” at negative X the TBL is registered
on longer orbit pieces for the northward IMF (red lines) com-
pared with that of southward IMF (yellow lines), while the
number of cases for both IMF Bz is comparable. We would
like to highlight that for IMF Bz > 0, namely at negative
X, the anti-parallel magnetic fields are believed to reconnect.
The presence of the shorter disturbed sites near the tail MP
conforms to both the secondary fluctuating field reconnec-
tion at small scales and the TBL per se downstream of the
throat obstacle. Thus, the presence of TBL “wings” for any
IMF direction invokes the MSH plasma penetration not only
in the cusp-shaped dayside region, but in the wider one (cf.
Haerendel et al., 1978). This is valid in both cases: if turbu-
lent diffusion provides the necessary mass transport and/or if
the turbulence serves as the indicator of the local reconnec-
tions.
For the “magnetic bubbles” statistics Savin et al. (1999)
uses the maximum depths of the spiky drops in total mag-
netic field (|B|). We believe that the |B| drops are accounted
for the diamagnetic effect of the heated MSH plasma inside
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Fig. 8b. TBL in 1995–1998 from
Interball-1 magnetic field data in 3
GSM planes for the full standard devi-
ation >6 nT. The IMF Bz-dependence
is color-coded according to the scale at
the bottom of the figure and shown at
the pieces of orbit traces of Interball-
1 (see the TBL definition in the text);
red color – Bz > 2 nT, yellow color –
Bz < −2 nT, blue color – Bz between
2 and −2 nT. The insert in the left bot-
tom corner shows higher resolution of
the near-cusp TBL from the plane (XZ)
as shown by the arrow. Note the lack
of Interball-1 orbit coverage of the MP,
marked by violet dot-shading in Fig. 8a.
the “magnetic bubbles”, that agrees with the Polar data in
Plate B1(a, d). The “bubbles” distribution (not shown) is
generally the same as the RMS in Fig. 8. The averaged
maximum plasma pressure excess in “magnetic bubbles”, for
example, the March 1997 – March 1998 period, is d(NT)=
2160 eV/cc, the absolute maximum of the d(NT) reaches
7000 eV/cc. The magnetic field inside the “bubble” is 8.3
times weaker than outside. Taking plasma density in TBL of
5–10 1/cc, one obtains plasma heating of 220–430 eV inside
the “magnetic bubbles”, i.e. heating of 1.5–3 times relative
to the temperature of the MSH ions. This is in good corre-
spondence with predictions of Haerendel (1978). Intensive
heating in the high latitude tail “wings” is seen only up to
X = −6RE (Romanov et al., 1999). As for the low lati-
tudes, there are a number of intensive events, for example,
from Geotail data on 27 January 1997 (circles “G”, see next
section) and on 27 August 1995 (squared white “G”); the
latter occurred during highly disturbed conditions (see also
Fig. 3a and related discussions).
We would like to finish this section by performing an in-
spection of the TBL occurrence near the northern cusp for
different IMF Bz in Fig. 8b. The reason is that, for example,
Russell et al. (1998) proposed that the case under study at
dominant IMF Bz > 0 differs from those with different IMF,
while Fig. 8a demonstrates that the TBL encounters by Polar
on this day are just at the bottom of the average indentation
over the cusp (it would shift into the middle of the TBL locus
if one corrects the Polar position by the ratio of 1/6 power of
the extremely high SW dynamic pressure on 29 May 1996
to that of the average SW dynamic pressure). The insert in
the lower left corner in Fig. 8b shows higher resolution of
the TBL cases over the northern cusp. For positive X (left
part of the Insert) the number of events with IMF Bz > 0
(red lines) constitute ∼75% of those with negative Bz, with
no tendency for the former ones to be seen farther away from
the Earth. Near the tail MP (right side, upper quadrant) the
number of events shows little or no dependence on Bz, while
for the northern IMF the TBL events have a longer duration.
The outlined peculiarities infer only a weak dominance of the
TBL encounters at the places with on average anti-parallel
magnetic fields (at the sunward OT border for Bz < 0 and
tailward of the cusp for Bz > 0, see Plate A3). The (Y,Z)
plane in Fig. 8b demonstrates a clear indentation over the
northern cusp for any IMF Bz. Thus, we suggest that the
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sunward flows over the cusp during IMF Bz > 0 can af-
fect the MP shape, etc., as proposed by Russell et al. (1998),
but in rather narrow ranges of Y (see respective discussion in
previous section), that practically is not visible in the average
TBL maps in Fig. 8. So, we regard the MSH/cusp transitions
on 29 May 1996 as representative ones in the most general
aspects.
6 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we have presented primarily only one case
of multi-spacecraft data comparison, i.e. 29 May 1996, but
this case demonstrates the general features of the TBL. The
uniqueness of the stable and dominant IMF Bz > 0 allows us
to compare quantitatively the high-shear TBL on Interball-
1 (∼03:16 UT) and on Polar (∼07:00 UT, cf. Savin et al.,
1998b) with the low-shear TBL on Polar (at ∼04:00 UT,
cf. Romanov et al., 1999), using Interball-1 as the up-
stream MSH monitor. Here we discuss the achievements of
Interball-1 and other contemporary missions in exploration
of the MSH-cusp interface on the basis of both the data pre-
sented above and of the already published results.
6.1 Common properties of turbulent boundary layer
An inspection of the TBL crossings by Interball-1 (Fig. 8a)
shows that on 29 May 1996 the TBL, as determined by Polar
and Interball, is closer to the Earth than it is on other days,
but this can be explained by an unusually high MSH density
(see Fig. 6 and Urquhart et al., 1997). In the (XY ) plane the
TBL trace is observed just near noon, as shown in Fig. 8.
Both the case study and its comparison with the MHD model
and with the map of the TBL in 1995–1998 show that the
interaction of MSH flows with the high latitude MP is nei-
ther smooth nor laminar. The interaction produces a layer
with strong nonlinear turbulence – the TBL. It is not limited
by the near-MP part of the stagnation region over the cusps
(see Plate A1), but spreads tailward until X about −20RE ,
maximizing along the transition region from the mantle to
the low latitude boundary layer. Three-year Interball-1 data
show that the TBL is present in ∼80% of the cases (with
average amplitude ∼20 nT). Most TBL-like events are seen
at high latitudes, i.e. at 4 < |Z| < 15RE . The most in-
tense events could be approximated by the effective disk with
diameter of 6RE above the dayside cusps, with an average
maximum RMS of about 22 nT (see Savin et al., 1999). The
minor part of TBL-like crossings goes down to the equator;
the “sash” is proposed as a TBL source on the tail flanks
(Maynard et al., 2001). Examples of Geotail data also show
that the turbulence level, both at the dayside and low-latitude
tail field lines, might be high enough in comparison with the
average TBL turbulence level over the cusps, especially un-
der disturbed SW conditions. Essential MSH plasma heat-
ing (∼300 eV) occurs in ∼80% of the cases within the TBL
“magnetic bubbles” (cf. Ti rising in Plate B1 in the zone
with the “bubbles”). The magnetic field in the “bubbles” is
highly reduced (8.3 times on average). Some of the magnetic
bubbles are transported across the MP (Savin et al., 1998b,
1999, 2002a; Romanov et al., 1999), constituting a mecha-
nism for inward plasma transport. The RMS magnetic field
intensity has a tendency to fall tailward in the TBL “wings”
that expand into the tail (Fig. 8). Intense heating is seen until
X = −6RE (Romanov et al., 1999). The TBL “wings” indi-
cate the possibility of MSH plasma penetration into a wider
region than just over the dayside cusps (cf. Haerendel et al.,
1978; Savin et al., 1999). A substantial number of TBL en-
counters do not depend on IMF By and Bz (see Fig. 8b and
Savin et al., 2002a) that highlights the importance of the ef-
fects, which are not relayed with the reconnection of on av-
erage anti-parallel magnetic fields.
6.2 Multi-scale reconnection
On 29 May 1996, the data display typical TBL features
(Plates A2 and B1): wideband intensive magnetic nonlinear
fluctuations (with energy density up to 33% of full plasma
energy density in flowing MSH), “diamagnetic bubbles” with
|B| drops from ∼100 nT down to a few nT (Fig. 6), plasma
heating and nearly Alfve´nic field-aligned jets, etc. (cf. Savin
et al., 1998b, 1999, 2002b; Sandahl et al., 2000; Stasiewicz
et al., 2001; Dubinin et al., 2002). We suggest that the
high absolute disturbances during this day can result from
the high MSH energy density (∼15 keV/cc on Polar versus
2–3 keV/cc for average Interball-1 crossings). Both max-
imum and average Ti growths in the Polar inbound TBL
(at ∼07:00 UT) are ∼2 times higher than those in the low-
shear TBL (at ∼04:30 UT). The ion heating (∼3 times) at
∼04:30 UT in Plate B1 corresponds to the Interball-1 aver-
age ion heating (Savin et al., 1999). We attribute this visible
difference in the ion heating and doubling of the fluctuation
power to the local annihilation of the anti-parallel average
fields inside/outside the MP. Later in this section we refer to
this as “primary cusp reconnection”. Its characteristic scale
is estimated as 1000–2000 km (see Fig. 3a and 4a and related
discussions above). Savin et al. (1998b) suggested that such
merging might contribute to the TBL energetics along with
the smaller scale bursty reconnection of fluctuating fields (of
∼ hundreds km). The sunward Alfve´nic jets represent direct
evidence for the merging (Fig. 6). Input from local processes
is confirmed by the out-flowing Poynting flux (Plate B2). On
the other hand, the wide and long current sheet in Plate A4
upstream of the remote reconnection site (RRS) infers possi-
ble continuation of the TBL from the cusp throat to the RRS
(Plates A1, A3).
A possible geometry of anti-parallel merging in the TBL
is depicted in Plate A3. We approximate the MP grid by a
smooth function adjusted to the MP crossing positions and
respective MP normals (see Savin et al., 1998a), with the
distance to the subsolar point corresponding to the average
SW dynamic pressure from 03:00 to 07:00 UT. A compar-
ison of the measured normals with the model of Urquhart
et al. (1997) shows that the model does not reproduce the
normal inclination towards the noon meridian, which is
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especially substantial in the case of the Polar outbound cross-
ing at 04:09 UT. To determine the qualitative effect of the
measured normals on the magnetopause shape we have cho-
sen the disturbance to the average symmetric (relative to X)
MP surface (R0, see Urquhart et al., 1997) with the subsolar
point at X = 7.5RE in the form:
R0/R = 1 + 0.24 exp
(





− (((L− 77)/15)((F − 88)/60))2
)
,
where L = arccos (X/R0), F = arctg (ZGSM/YGSM) in de-
grees. The parameters for the disturbance have been chosen
from the best fit to the three MP crossings (see Sect. 2) and
to reproduction of the normal behaviours. The MP normals
are shown by thick blue arrows at the positions of the main
MP current sheets (Savin et al., 1998a). At the bottom of
Plate A3 we show the full length of the normal vector of 6RE
(i.e. the shorter normal has a projection perpendicular to the
plate plane). Interball and Polar orbit traces are depicted in
Plate A3 by the dashed violet and brown arrows, respectively.
The approximate position of the model “remote reconnec-
tion site” is marked by the framed “RRS” in Plates A3 and
A4. The original magnetospheric field lines are marked by
green, and those of the IMF by red. The framed “Mantle”
stands for the mantle-like ions flowing tailward along field
lines at ∼02:30–03:00 UT in Plate A2(a). A blue grid out-
lines the average MP indentation. The most intense TBL
from Fig. 8 is schematically displayed by green dot shadow-
ing. The disturbed wavy reconnected lines are shown near
the center of the smooth MP indentation. This reflects the
measured, nearly anti-parallel magnetic fields across the MP
at ∼07:00 UT in Plate B1 and Fig. 6 with the wave-train
TBL transition (see also Plates B3–5). Our comparison of
the measured and model data, along with the high-resolution
ion data analysis on Interball by Avanov et al. (2001), support
that the model merging (RRS) is located at approximately the
predicted location. Certainly, a crude model grid is unable to
reproduce the wavy jet fine structure.
The anti-parallel field situations for very different IMF can
be found almost always in the outer cusp throat because of
magnetic field elongation over the indented MP by the high-
beta MSH flow. At the same time, anti-parallel fields are
usually seen away from the outer cusp throat at the smooth
MP (i.e. in the RRS) as well. For northern IMF a case
with (at least) two anti-parallel merging sites is illustrated
in Plate A3. Savin et al. (2002a) presented a similar picture
for the southern IMF; the Magion-4 statistics of the sunward
flows in the exterior cusp for IMF Bz < 0 provide a strong
indication of the local cusp reconnection.
Fedorov et al. (2000), Dubinin et al. (2002), Safrankova
et al. (1998) and Merka et al. (2000) also provided exper-
imental evidence for local penetration of the MSH plasma
at high latitudes in the cusp vicinity. Belmont and Rezeau
(2001) developed the linear theory, which predicts that strong
ULF fluctuations that occur just outside of or at the magne-
topause, can independently result in micro-reconnection and
local plasma penetration all along the magnetopause surface
even in the absence of quasi-stationary macro-reconnection
of anti-parallel magnetic fields. In our presentation we out-
lined highly deflected (especially in the Y direction, see
Plate B1(b) and comparison with the model above), almost
Alfve´nic flows in the outbound TBL at about 04:30 UT for
quasi-parallel magnetic fields at the MP. Because annihila-
tion of the average field is not possible there, we attribute
these features to the by-product reconnection of the fluc-
tuating fields in the TBL. A possibility is that secondary
reconnection of the fluctuating fields in the TBL (regard-
less of the origin of the TBL) can provide the plasma in-
flow in the quasi-parallel case. This reasoning is along the
lines of the Haerendel (1978) predictions and findings of
Savin et al. (1998b) for other IMF directions. The recon-
nection bursts can provide a particular mechanism for the
effective “interconnection of the parallel fields” (see Chan-
dler et al., 1999 and references therein). On the other hand,
the micro-reconnection creates the specific structure of the
MP current sheet(s) with magnetic islands, which results in
plasma percolation through the nonlinear boundary network
(Kuznetsova and Zelenyi, 1990). The order-of-magnitude es-
timate shows that this stochastic plasma transfer through the
TBL/cusp walls might provide a means of populating both
the cusp and low latitude boundary layer (LLBL): the diffu-
sion coefficient DP ∼ (5 − 10)109 m2/s for typical MP pa-
rameters results in a particle influx of (1 − 2)1027 particles/s
(Savin et al., 1999). Primary cusp reconnection should cer-
tainly amplify the plasma inflow. Summarizing the discus-
sion above, on 29 May 1996 multiple reconnection sites
might operate simultaneously:
– Remote (from the cusp) reconnection site (RRS) that is
predicted by the MHD model (Fedder et al., 1995) and
the scale of which can be evaluated up to a few Earth
radii;
– Primary cusp reconnection site(s) at the location of
the anti-parallel average fields (of ∼ few thousand km),
where local magnetic field annihilation enforces the
fluctuation level and heating;
– Secondary reconnections of the highly fluctuating fields
potentially at all locations within the TBL, that can oc-
cur at small scales (down to an ion gyroradius) even for
the low-shear average fields (cf. Haerendel 1978; Savin
et al., 1998b; Chandler et al., 1999).
In Plate A3 these three types of reconnection are shown
schematically by laminar reconnected lines marked “RRS”,
wavy reconnected lines in the TBL and green dot shadowing,
respectively.
6.3 Local versus remote mechanisms of magnetosheath
plasma penetration into cusps
Despite the problem of MSH plasma penetration being far
from its final solution, we would like to discuss the experi-
mental evidence for the operation of local cusp processes.
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The cusp at different altitudes and latitudes as observed
by Polar, Interball-1, HEO 95-034, and DMSP F12 and F13
seems to be rather far from field lines of the RRS traces
(Fig. 7). As we have mentioned above, the cusp can hardly be
populated by the MSH plasma, which enters the MP on the
tail field lines only. Local penetration by the MSH plasma
on the dayside field lines should be involved, for example,
at 04:00 UT in Plate B1 and in the dusk cusp on HEO in
Fig. 7 (see related discussion above, cf. “entry layer” by
Paschmann et al., 1976). Savin et al. (1998a) have pointed
out that the observation of the TBL at three points in the
range 08:30–15:00 MLT and 57–670 of geomagnetic latitude
over a period of 4 h is a strong argument for a temporally-
persistent existence of this TBL (see also Fig. 7). As the
RRS trace moves in the range 16:00–01:00 MLT and 80–900,
the stable TBL seems to be a more appropriate widespread
source for the cusp on 29 May 1996. The MHD model de-
picts the access of the upstream MSH flows deep inside the
outer cusp throat (dominated by Vx < 0 in Plate B1(b), see
discussion above). Similar to the cases with IMF Bz < 0
from Savin et al. (1998b), these flows interact with the tail-
ward outer cusp throat. On the other hand, the sunward flows
with reconnected kinked field lines are predicted and actually
observed but only in very narrow regions over the OT. Thus,
we assume that, although this remote reconnection process
operates, its relative importance might be small in compar-
ison with the permanently operating TBL primary and sec-
ondary mergings.
Onsager et al. (2001) provided arguments from the elec-
tron HYDRA data that at 04:08–04:20 UT Polar has gener-
ally been on the double-reconnected field lines outside the
MP (see their Fig. 6), which should be a consequence of
the large-scale RRS. However, at this time the ions, moving
along the magnetic field lines, are the same as in the MSH
(excluding the short period of negative magnetospheric-like
Bz), while the antiparallel ions are mostly heated (presum-
ably in the MP current layer). The latter infers connection
to the northern cusp through the MP (TBL). For the double-
reconnected lines the same antiparallel heated ions should be
seen at least after the time-of-flight period. For characteris-
tic ion energy ∼1 keV the time-of-flight is ∼6 min, i.e. two
times shorter than the time interval 04:08–04:20 UT. In this
situation we would like to account for electron heating in the
parallel and antiparallel directions in the TBL by positioning
Polar inside the distributed region of electron acceleration. In
fact, the bi-directional electron flows can be seen in different
configurations:
– on the closed (at least for electrons) field lines, i.e.
namely what Onsager et al. (2001) assumed;
– on the line that connects the ionosphere at one end
and touches the electron acceleration region at the other
end. For such a configuration the accelerated electrons
should be reflected from the convergent part of the field
line near the ionosphere in a few seconds and for a sta-
ble heating source constitute the bi-directional parallel-
heated distribution (cf. Savin et al., 1998b);
– when the electron heating source is distributed or mul-
tiple, i.e. seen from both parallel and antiparallel field
directions.
To distinguish the spacecraft located at the closed field
lines or inside the regions of electron acceleration we com-
pare the electron distributions from Onsager et al. (2001)
with wave data shown in Fig. 2. Savin et al. (1997, 1998b)
demonstrated that intense waves near the lower hybrid fre-
quency (i.e. ∼ several Hz in the TBL) can accelerate elec-
trons along field lines up to the measured energies. Figure 2
clearly demonstrates that at 04:08–04:20 UT strong wide-
band waves are seen up to the electron cyclotron frequency.
Panels (a) and (c) especially display waves at 5–20 Hz. Thus,
the wave data support that electrons in the TBL can be accel-
erated by the intense ULF waves. It seems that outside the
TBL the field topology tracing by electrons could be applied
successfully, while distinguishing between options 1 and 2
still remains to be done.
In the TBL on Polar Ti = 400−600 eV at 03:20–04:25 UT
(see Fig. 7a and Plate B1e), which are close to pre-noon ion
energies measured on HEO, at 01:35–03:15 UT (see Fig. 4 in
Grande et al., 1997) and to those in the cusp on Interball at
01:35 UT (Plate A2a). The Polar TBL at 06:50 UT with Ti
up to 900 eV seems to be an appropriate source for the after-
noon mid-altitude cusp on HEO with the average ion energy
also ∼900 eV. These data provide further evidence that in the
mid-altitude cusp the MSH plasma supply can be controlled
by the local acceleration/heating processes in the respective
TBL over the cusp.
We would like to outline further possible consequences of
the permanent TBL presence over the cusps. The intense
plasma mixing in the TBL can effectively supply ions to the
inter-connected flux tube portions, which are close to the
MP from the MSH side (cf. “eddy convection” of Haeren-
del, 1978, see also Fig. 6 and related discussions). This
should enforce effective MSH plasma inflow through the
inter-connected field lines after the termination of merging
(cf. Fedorov et al., 2000). The MP current sheet presumably
reflects the electrons and lower energy ions, which have their
gyroradii smaller than the sheet/kink characteristic scale (cf.
Savin et al., 1998b).
6.4 Interaction of magnetosheath flows with the outer cusp
throat
Now we would like to address another primary mechanism
for the energy and mass transfer at the MSH/cusp interface:
the direct interaction of the MSH flow with the outer cusp
throat (OT). From Fig. 8 and Plates A1, A3, and A4 we see
that the MP indentation might present a substantial obstacle
for the plasma flow streaming around the MP.
The supersonic flow burst just outside the MP (see
Plate A2) can be suggestive of a cusp “Laval nozzle” (Fig. 1),
according to the theory of Yamauchi and Lundin (1997).
However, we believe that the “rising flank of the tail lobe”
presents an obstacle to the MSH flow in the vicinity of the
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magnetopause (Paschmann et al., 1976), or, in other words,
it represents an “almost vertical outer cusp throat tailward
wall” (Savin et al., 1998b). The obstacle slows down and
diverts the magnetosheath flow, so that the turbulent bound-
ary layer originates in the stagnation region in front of the
obstacle and in its wake (Haerendel, 1978). Yamauchi and
Lundin (1997) proposed that the ionospheric ion outflow is
the reason for the MSH flow velocity jumping back to a sub-
sonic value. While Polar registered oxygen and He+ outflow
in the outer cusp and TBL (Grande et al., 1997), we suppose
that this plasma loading is not the primary cause: the iono-
spheric particles have negligible contribution to the average
mass and energy densities, while both the DC magnetic field
pressure (Em) at the OT wall and in the TBL spikes reach
the magnitude of the ion energy density, Es(∼ Ethermal in
the Polar case), in the MSH (see Plates A2(d), B1(d) and
Savin al., 1998a, b). Both the outer cusp throat and TBL
are permanent features of the high latitude magnetopause.
Savin et al. (1998a) suggested that the rotational discontinu-
ity (Plate A2(b, d) and Fig. 1) separates the reconnected and
entirely magnetosheath field lines, which agrees withB2/8pi
dominating in this region. In the latter case the RD could rep-
resent the outer wall for the “Laval nozzle” that seems to add
an element, which has not been specified yet, to the model of
Yamauchi and Lundin. Figure 3 in Savin et al. (1998a) dis-
plays an IMF discontinuity∼ at the time of the RD. However,
as IMF By changes in the opposite sense to that observed
on Interball, we suppose that the SW parameters changed
through the discontinuity, and in turn caused the RD dis-
placement earthward.
Multi-point data on 27 January 1997 (Savin et al., 1998c)
provide an opportunity to obtain the quantitative estimate
for the drop in the kinetic energy density, Ekin (relative
to the thermal one, Ethermal) due to the MSH flow interac-
tions with the tailward cusp wall. The model of Spreiter
and Stahara (1980) predicts the gain of Ekin/Ethermal to be
∼2 for Geotail relative to Interball-1 in Fig. 4 of Savin et
al. (1998c) at ∼11:20 UT, while the measured gain is ∼8, i.e.
Ekin/Ethermal drops by a factor of∼4 at high latitudes in com-
parison to the simultaneously obtained low latitude values,
re-calculated for the same X. Following Haerendel (1978)
we address this deceleration to the MSH flow interaction
with rising field lines at the tailward wall of the outer cusp
throat. The sound Mach number in the unperturbed MSH
(Ms ∼ 2.1) drops to Ms < 1 downstream of the cusp obsta-
cle on 21 April 1996 (Savin et al., 1998b). Ms ∼ 2 is also
seen in the Interball-1 data just outside the MP (Plate A2),
while the flow/discontinuity geometry in the cusp throat is
not clear enough yet. The Ms supersonic/subsonic transi-
tions are compatible with the existence of slow/intermediate
shocks (see, e.g. Russell 1995 and references therein) in the
vicinity of the tailward cusp wall (cf. Yamauchi and Lundin,
1997; Savin et al., 1998b). Thus, we think that the find-
ing of the MSH flow deceleration/heating downstream of the
high latitude cusp represents a valuable result from the multi-
spacecraft ISTP data that outlines the significance of the bulk
flow energy transformation in the process of the flow inter-
action with the outer cusp throat.
For the comparison of transient events at high and low al-
titudes, ion back-tracing should be modified to include scat-
tering and reflection of ion flows in the TBL. We would like
to point out also that the TBL not only regulates the penetra-
tion of the “remote” (e.g. from RRS) ion flows, but also pro-
vides both plasma penetration from the MSH and secondary
magnetic flux reconnection. This magnetic flux, reconnected
at small scales, on average, is capable of driving magneto-
spheric convection (Haerendel, 1978). In fact at this point
we touch an open critical problem of the SW/magnetosphere
interaction: where are the Earth magnetic field lines be-
ing opened? Our current understanding is that this process
is one of multi-point and multi-scale. We believe that the
MSH/cusp interface plays the dominant role at least in quasi-
steady conditions.
The tilt angle dependence of the cusp position both at high
and low altitudes (Zhou et al., 1999; Merka et al., 1998;
Smith and Lockwood, 1996) has a natural explanation if the
TBL is a general source of plasma for the cusps:
(a) the higher the tilt (i.e. the closer the dipole axis to the
Sun), the more open the OT for the external MSH flow
(i.e. the OT tailward wall represents the steeper obstacle
for the MSH flow);
(b) the higher the shift/penetrations at the OT tailward wall,
the deeper the MSH plasma will be seen on the tail field
lines;
(c) the deeper the plasma penetration (and/or tailward field
line deflection), the more tailward it will be projected
into the polar cap (i.e. the cusp is at higher invariant
latitudes). Note that the tilt-related cusp shift has no
explanation in the “traditional” global-reconnection ap-
proach.
6.5 Turbulent boundary layer sources and character
Following Haerendel (1978), we suppose that first of all
the TBL results from the turbulent mixing driven by the
regular MSH flow interaction with the deformed near-cusp
magnetopause. The disturbed flows, accelerated in the re-
mote reconnection site, can contribute to the TBL genera-
tion as well. The remote reconnection site also regulates
the TBL position by shifting the MP indentation according
to the SW parameters. Away from the plasma stagnation
region in the OT center, the Kelvin-Helmholtz plasma vor-
tices with secondary reconnections should provide a mech-
anism for plasma heating/transport (cf. Chen et al., 1997).
The fluctuation level in the MSH, especially downstream of
quasi-parallel bow shocks, is believed to stimulate the ULF
turbulence generation in the TBL. In some cases mentioned
above, the correlation at the time interval of ∼5–15 min in
the post-BS region and the middle MSH, as well as in the
OT reaches 0.6–0.7, and is a manifestation of the TBL/MP
reactions to the SW/MSH transients. Thus, the transient
current sheets and density gradients generated by dynamic
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SW and/or MSH interactions with the MP should contribute
in the TBL energy balance. We think that, as a whole,
the TBL collects, transforms and generates the plasma flow
and magnetic field disturbances simultaneously from several
sources. Its status depends on the short-term time history of
the SW/magnetosphere interactions, influencing, in turn, the
interaction of the magnetosphere with newly-arriving distur-
bances at each particular moment.
Besides the transient/dynamic reactions of the TBL to ex-
ternal disturbances, the TBL appears to have well-defined in-
herent properties, which we have been fortunate to trace at
different points of the MSH and MP boundary layers during
the favorable period of relatively steady SW parameters. The
modern wavelet technique provides us with strong evidence
that the spectral characteristics of the TBL on 29 May 1996
are very well defined. The simultaneous Interball/Polar mag-
netic field data demonstrate the presence of a maximum at
1–2 mHz throughout the MSH, TBL and inside MP (Fig. 3b).
The amplification and frequency shift to higher values in the
OT might be a local TBL feature (cf. Fig. 6 in Savin et al.,
2002a). Taking the Alfve´n speed in the MSH as a proxy
for the phase velocity we obtain 6–8RE as the characteris-
tic scale, i.e. ∼ the size of the dayside MSH or cusp field
lines that could imply detecting of long period surface waves
(cf. Savin et al., 1998b; Sandahl et al., 2000). Such long
waves can pass through the MP (see Plate B3) and might res-
onate with the dayside flux tubes in the PC 4–5 range or at
higher harmonics (cf. Pilipenko et al., 1999). The most pro-
nounced TBL waves at 0.005–0.5 Hz have the characteristic
kinked shapes and slopes (Fig. 3b). The spectral power here
is much higher than that of fluctuations in the flowing and
stagnant MSH and the spectral shape is also different. We
have checked the waves in the TBL on 26 August 1995, 19
and 23 June 1998 and found that the kinked shape with slopes
of 1–1.5 and 2–2.6 are characteristic for the TBL. Spectral
peaks at lower frequencies might also appear. A substantial
TBL feature, which we think occasionally coincides with a
simultaneous one in the MSH in Fig. 3b, is the frequency of
the kink (cf. asterisks and crosses). Thus, the characteris-
tic time/space scale, which corresponds to the kink, might
be thought to originate uniquely in the MSH. However, the
Polar data just over the TBL at 05:00–05:45 UT show prac-
tically no kink and, thus, do not confirm this suggestion. We
would like to attribute the kinked MSH spectra on Interball
at 04:08–04:39 UT, for example, to effects of MSH distur-
bances, such as intermediate/slow shocks detached from the
MP (cf. Russell, 1995), rather than regard them as a common
MSH property.
The higher value of the slope in the TBL of ∼2 is close
to that characteristic for the developed self-consistent kinetic
turbulence in the geomagnetic tail; similar to the near-Earth
neutral sheet during substorms, the lower slope of about 1
might be attributed to the flickering noise (see Zelenyi and
Milovanov, 1998 and references therein).
Cascade-like wavelet and bicoherence spectrograms and
wavelet correlation time infer coherent, most probably, three-
wave, interaction between wave trains, while the distur-
bances seem to be random in the waveforms (Figs. 5–6 and
Plates B3–B6). The local wave trains originate from the
interaction of the disturbed MSH flows with the MP. Their
dispersion is indicative for kinetic Alfve´n waves (KAW, see
Fig. 3a). Johnson and Cheng (1997) proposed excitation of
transverse KAW at the MP by interaction of the compress-
ible MSH waves with the current sheet. Later, Belmont and
Rezeau (2001) demonstrated the growth of the trapped large-
amplitude KAW inside the non-uniform current sheets. At
the nonlinear stage the Alfve´nic disturbances in the TBL
modulate the incident MSH flow in a self-consistent man-
ner, being globally synchronized by phase coupling with the
large-scale variations (at ∼3 mHz, see Plate B3–B6). While
linear KAW resonances (i.e. singularities in the equations of
Belmont and Rezeau, 2001) are absent, we suggest that the
coherent large-scale structures can originate from the inverse
KAW cascades (cf. Plates B3, B5, B6 and Fig. 5b). Thus,
the chain is closed: the TBL seems to be a multi-scale self-
organized system of interacting nonlinear waves. This infers
a qualitative difference from the traditional approach wherein
the MSH/cusp interaction is regarded as a linear superposi-
tion of magnetospheric responses on the solar wind or MSH
disturbances. Note also that the long-term correlation is sug-
gestive of systems out of equilibrium near the critical point
(cf. Consolini and Lui, 2000). The kinked TBL spectra with
characteristic slopes remarkably resemble those in the near-
Earth neutral sheet in the state of the self-organized criticality
(see e.g. Zelenyi and Milovanov, 1998).
6.6 Concluding remarks
The results of our data analysis strongly indicate that the
TBL fluctuations, instead of being random, are highly corre-
lated and organized by the cascades of nonlinear interactions.
The selected coherent wave trains are capable of synchroniz-
ing interactions throughout the TBL, somewhat resembling
a global TBL resonance (cf. “Alfve´n resonator” assumed by
Stasiewicz et al., 2001). Multiplying the characteristic period
of the “organizing” wave mode (at ∼3 mHz) by the MSH
Alfve´n speed we obtain 3–4RE as a proxy for the charac-
teristic scale. This is close to the diameter of the TBL or
outer cusp throat (Plates A1, A3) and can be attributed to a
standing nonlinear wave, trapped in the outer cusp throat.
We suggest that multi-scale TBL processes play at least
a comparable role to those of reconnection remote from the
cusp in the solar wind energy transformation and population
of the magnetosphere by the MSH plasma.
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